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Foreword
The Government of Canada is committed to delivering quality services to Canadians.
That means producing documents which communicate clear information about rules,
decisions, and regulations. Public documents should allow Canadians to have easy access
to information which will allow them to understand their obligations and receive their
entitlements.
The results of the International Adult Literacy Survey, published by Statistics Canada,
show that 48% of adult Canadians have limited literacy proficiency, and that members of
this group are found in all socioeconomic divisions in our society. This knowledge has
forced us all to take another look at our information products and their suitability for the
general population.
This guide will help information designers to assess the complexity of literacy tasks
associated with printed and electronic information. The results of these assessments will
help us to improve the usability of information products, as well as to determine if the
products meet the needs of the intended audience.
Michel Gauthier
Income Security Programs
Human Resources Development Canada
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Assessing the Complexity
of Literacy Tasks
The information gathered here represents the results of a lengthy analysis of many
literacy surveys and the test items contained in them. The ‘construct’ of complexity
described here is based on what are called ‘Kirsch-Mosenthal properties,’ named for the
researchers who identified them initially, Irwin Kirsch and Peter Mosenthal. Analyzing
Kirsch-Mosenthal properties is a detailed and time consuming process, but it is extremely
useful to anyone who wants to assess the complexity of written questions and directives.
For the test or survey designer, the complexity construct allows test items to be made
more or less difficult before the test is put together. The same construct can be used to
analyze complexity of existing documents such as entry forms to determine what factors
make form-filling tasks more complex.
The method of analyzing the complexity of literacy tasks described in this guide should
be of interest to anyone responsible for the creation or revision of public documents.
Throughout the guide, this group is referred to as ‘information designers,’ but this term
should not be interpreted too narrowly. Naturally, it includes all the people who write,
design and lay-out documents–those responsible for the final look of pamphlets, entry
forms and web-pages. It also includes the various managers, consultants, lawyers, and
other staff who have an active part in determining the need for, and the contents of such
documents. Ultimately, it is a fairly large group of people who share the responsibility for
ensuring that ‘information products’ are targeted at the widest possible audience of
Canadian citizens.

Objectives
The objectives of this training are:
•

to give ‘information designers’ an understanding of the ability levels of the
Canadian population in the areas of prose, document, and quantitative literacy.

•

to give ‘information designers’ the knowledge and skills needed to assess the
complexity of literacy tasks which are part of the information product being put
together.

•

add to the knowledge that ‘information designers’ use to manage the level of
complexity of public documents and ensure that it matches the ability level of the
target population of users.
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Limits to Task Analysis
This method of analysis was not designed for informational reading, or reading-tolearn. Our ability to gain knowledge from reading depends to a great extent on existing
knowledge, learning strategies, and our purpose for the learning. Not everyone will get
the same information from the same textbook; learning is a fairly individual undertaking.
Reading-to-do tasks, on the other hand, have cognitive characteristics that can be
described and rated for complexity. Literacy tasks have set starting points and require a
series of steps to arrive at the intended outcome.
For the purpose of this discussion of literacy, we will ignore the question of whether
something is easy or difficult to read in isolation. We will only consider reading difficulty
in relation to the purpose or task behind the reading. To sum up, we will not ask “Is this
difficult reading?’ but rather “How complex is the task of getting this piece of
information from this particular written source?”
Be aware of the limits to accuracy. Whenever we ‘quantify’ some feature of experience,
the numbers take on a life of their own. To gauge the complexity of literacy tasks you will
be given some ‘predictive’ tools that will give an estimate of their complexity levels.
Remember that these tools are generally ‘rules of thumb’ capable of refining our guesses
to the nearest level at best. The actual literacy difficulty level can only be determined by
statistical analysis of numerous trials made by a sample population (this is what Kirsch
and Mosenthal, and others, have done).
A list of published sources for this document can be found in the bibliography. Readers
are encouraged to delve into these original documents for further insight into the
complexity of literacy tasks.

Background Needed
For readers not familiar with the International Adult Literacy Survey (IALS), some
background reading is suggested. Critical to understanding this Guide are the literacy
definitions, literacy complexity levels, and item analysis factors used in the IALS study. A
good introduction to IALS methodology is provided in the first of the IALS reports
Literacy, Economy and Society (Statistics Canada, 95).
Many readers will find the subject of ‘document literacy’ unfamiliar. They are
encouraged to delve into any of the source documents listed in the bibliography for an
introduction to document complexity and list structures. The article describing the
PMOSE/IKIRSH document complexity scale (Mosenthal and Kirsch, 98) is a very
readable overview..
Literacy task analysis also depends on describing and analyzing language. Readers
should be familiar with descriptive grammar and able to identify sentences, paragraphs,
clauses, phrases, pronouns, and other structural features of text.
6
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What Do We Know About the Literacy
Ability of Canadians?
Several studies of Adult Literacy in Canada have been carried out since the 1980s. The
latest of these surveys was the International Adult Literacy Survey (IALS), carried out in
twenty OECD (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development) countries
between 1994 and 1999.

The IALS Rating Scale
The scale used to rate the complexity of ‘literacy tasks’ in the IALS survey is the result
of sophisticated measurement science and survey data from large population samples. It is
based on Item Response Theory (IRT) which relates the difficulty of questions to the
literacy proficiencies of survey respondents. Tasks are assigned a difficulty level on a 500
point scale in terms of the scores of the survey population. In turn, the abilities of
individual survey takers are described in terms of their ability to complete literacy tasks at
a known level of difficulty on the scale. If this sounds like a circular process, you are
probably not a psychometrician. As such, you can safely leave the underlying
mathematics to someone else.

Literacy Proficiency Levels
Just as we lump T-shirt sizes into ‘small,’ ‘medium’ and ‘large,’ literacy proficiency is
grouped into five levels. Level 1 indicates the lowest skill level, while 5 is the highest.
The relationship of the five proficiency levels to the 500 point difficulty scale is shown in
Figure 1 on the next page. The chart in Figure 1 shows that literacy proficiency is
distributed according to a normal curve. Some small number of Canadians have a high
degree of proficiency at Level 5 (about 3-5% of the population in the U.S. and Canada).
Another 16% have skills that are rudimentary at Level 1. The rest of the population is
ranged across Levels 2, 3 and 4. For the purposes of citizenship, employment, and full
participation in Canadian society, those people in levels 1 and 2–some 40% of the
population–are considered to be handicapped by their limited literacy proficiency.
While the scale suggests that the gradations in task difficulty and literacy proficiency
are continuous, there are significant differences and discontinuities among tasks at the
various levels. As well, we are able to characterize people by the level of literacy
proficiency they demonstrate. These descriptions of task difficulty by level can be found
in the ‘Benchmarks’ section of the Appendices. Several studies relating literacy level to
social characteristics are cited in the bibliography.
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Canadians 16 - 65 years old.

Figure 1 - Distribution of Literacy Among Canadian Adults
8
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What Makes Literacy Tasks Complex?
The various studies of literacy ability undertaken over the last twenty years, and the
analysis that followed them, reveal that the difficulty of literacy tasks can be attributed to
the factors shown in Figure 2 below. A discussion of these complexity factors follows:

Structural Complexity (Materials)
Readability of Prose
Document complexity

a. Number of labels
b. Number of specific items

Complexity of Process (Strategies)
Prose and
Document

a. Type of information requested
b. Type of match
c. Plausibility of distractors

Quantitative

a. Operation specificity
b. Type of calculation

Figure 2 - Overview of Literacy Task Complexity Factors

Structural Complexity of Materials
Readability of Prose
While the readability of prose has often been identified as a key factor in the
complexity of literacy tasks, it is only weakly correlated with IALS complexity levels. In
fact, many of the more difficult questions on IALS, and on studies carried out in the
United States, were asked of prose selections at an eighth grade reading level. Other task
elements account for most of the complexity of literacy tasks on these studies.
The usual gauge for readability is Reading Grade Level (RGL). A host of readability
formulas have been developed since the first was created early in the last century.
Common readability formulas include the Flesch, Flesch-Kincaid, and Forecast. All of
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them assess reading difficulty using factors such as sentence length and number of
syllables, and all relate the difficulty of reading material to the abilities of typical readers
at each grade level. Readability formulas can be useful in identifying text which uses
involved sentence structure and difficult vocabulary, but they are crude tools and require a
lot of judgement and common sense.
When the literacy task is to search text for specific information, the organization of the
text is of primary importance. Text that is organized by topic and marked with headings
can be searched more effectively than continuous passages. Well-written, single topic
paragraphs are easier to scan for information than paragraphs with no topic sentences and
unconnected ideas. Information about the organization of text passages is not captured
using readability formulas and reading grade level.

Document Complexity
‘Reading grade level’ is also a poor way to describe the complexity of documents
where text is discontinuous or where graphic elements carry much of the meaning.
Finding a location on a city map may require some reading of place names, but the overall
task depends more upon the ability to use the index and locator grid for the map to find
locations and routes. Likewise, it is difficult to talk about the ‘readability’ of a graph,
table or scale drawing which displays only half a dozen words.
One way to estimate the complexity of documents is to count the number of
‘organizing categories’ and the ‘specific items’ subsumed under each category. The
greater the number of organizing categories and the greater the number of specific pieces
of information identified in each category, the more complex the document.
If one ignores all the front matter–how to contact the phone company, how to dial
direct, what to do in a meteor shower, etc.–the white pages of the typical phone directory
is a list of subscribers, all of whom appear in the one ‘organizing category’ combined
with a list of phone numbers, all of which appear in another organizing category. The
white pages may have thousands of specific items or instances underneath these labels, so
a random search is ineffective, and it must be searched alphabetically. The given
information for a search of the phone book is limited to one or two search terms–last
name, initial, address–and usually yields only one number. Using the white pages in the
usual way is a fairly simple task.
On the other hand, the Yellow Pages is a much more complex document in which the
subscriber list is nested into perhaps a thousand organizing categories, each with many
entries or specifics under each. Locating any specific entry involves finding, or inferring
the correct category, and then matching criteria for requested information, as for example,
a bookstore which is open on Sundays.
A simple entry form such as a credit card sales receipt usually has fewer than ten labels
(date, description, amount, GST, total, customers’s signature, etc,) and usually no more

10
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than a dozen specific pieces of information on the completed form (merchant number,
date, credit card number, one or two purchase amounts, one total, etc.) Such a simple
document cannot support questions and directives at a very high level of difficulty–there
is not much opportunity to locate information, or a lot of information to locate; the
specifics are concrete; there are few plausible distractors for the information given or
requested.
Information about document complexity is captured using the PMOSE/IKIRSCH
Document Readability Formula on page 41. The composition of documents and the
number of category labels and specific items they comprise are to a great degree reflected
in the complexity of matching information and in the presence of plausible distracting
information. However, when the document being analyzed is judged to be ‘complex’ or
‘highly complex’ all tasks using that document can be rated as more complex. (See the
Rating Guide starting on page 31.)
Whenever you are considering the complexity of a document or a prose passage,
remember that it is not the document that determines the task complexity, but rather the
task. We can carry out both simple and difficult tasks with complex documents–a
newspaper can be used to find a job; or you can wrap fish and chips in it!
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Complexity of Process (Strategies)
Type of Information Requested
The type of information requested by a question or directive determines the kind of
thinking required. Requests for ‘concrete’ information may require only observation,
while requests for ‘abstract’ information usually depend on thinking processes such as
generalizing or inferring. For example, it is easier to identify what a person is doing than
to give the reason why they are doing it. The first request for information is concrete,
asking for an action, while the second request is more abstract, asking for the person’s
motivation. Cognitive processing tasks tend to be easier when the requested information
is ‘concrete,’ as in persons and actions, while requests for more ‘abstract’ information,
such as reasons and motivations, tend to be more difficult.
The following chart lists ratings for type of information. The ratings reflect the relative
difficulty of identifying information. A rating of ‘1’ indicates that the information is
highly concrete, while a rating of 5 indicates abstract information.
Rating

12

Type of Information

Typical Questions

1

person, animal, place (noun, not
relationship), thing

Who ate the bread?
What is behind the door?

2

amounts, times, types, actions,
locations, attributes (note that an
attribute can qualify persons,
groups, animals, places, etc., even
other attributes)

What kind of dog was seen? How
serious was the injury? What did he
do afterward?

3

manner, goal, purpose, alternative,
referent for a pronoun, predicate
adjective.

How did Juan climb the wall?
What did he hope to achieve?

4

cause, effect, reason, result,
similarity, explanation.

Why did the alarm sound?
What will happen if the rope
breaks? What features do pensions
and annuities share?

5

equivalence, difference, theme or
pattern.

What are the differences between
MIG and electric arc welding?
In this agreement, what functions as
a guarantee specification?

Literacy Task - Complexity Analysis - Draft

Type of Match
Matching Given and Requested Information
A key characteristic of all literacy tasks is the need to identify given and requested
information. Given information is the information which can be found either in the set-up
to the question or directive, and in the question or directive itself. Requested information
is the information being sought. Carrying out literacy tasks involves matching given
information to words, phrases, or other features in a source document and using these
matches to locate requested information.
To illustrate the matching of given and requested information, use the document shown
below to answer the question: “What are the basic activities of daily living?
The given information can be framed as:
There are some activities considered to be the ‘basic activities of daily living.’
The requested information can be framed as:
The basic activities of daily living are x, y, and z. (where x, y, and z are unknown)

Section of Disability Tax Credit Form T2201 (00)
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To complete the task, the given information basic activities of daily living has to be
matched to the heading of the list on the right hand side of the page. Following the
heading is a list of activities that have the attribute of being basic activities of daily
living. These list items complete the requested information frame: The basic activities of
daily living are walking; speaking; perceiving, thinking and remembering; hearing;
feeding and dressing; and eliminating bodily waste.
In general, processing tasks are easier if the language used in the question matches that
used in the document where the answer will be found. For example, consider the kind of
questions that would be answered using the chart below. It is designed to answer
questions such as: “What is the maximum amount of annual income allowed for a single
person who is receiving the GIS?” For this question, given information includes
‘receiving GIS,’ ‘single person,’ and ‘maximum annual income.’
A single person receiving the GIS is allowed a maximum amount of annual income.
The requested information is an ‘amount.’
What is that maximum amount of annual income?

* We cannot give you benefits if your income, or the combined income of you and your spouse, other than Old Age
Security pension and Guaranteed Income Supplement, is more than the maximum income shown in the chart.

To answer the question the given information is used to ‘locate’ the amount that will
satisfy the criteria ‘single person’ and ‘maximum annual income.’ There is an exact match
for the term ‘single person’ as the first item in the first column. Some slight inference is
needed to see that the ‘maximum income’ at the head of the second column is, in fact,
‘maximum annual income.’ The ‘amount’ requested by the question is found at the
intersection of the selected row and column, $11,736.
Following directives or answering questions requires readers to match information in
the question or directive to corresponding information in the reading selection or
document in order to arrive at answers or carry out tasks such as entering information.
This involves the strategies of locating, cycling, integrating, and generating.
14
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Locating is the process of matching given information in a question or directive to
features in the document to find requested information. The closer the degree of
correspondence (congruence) between the search term and relevant features in the text,
the easier the locate task.
The chart below is used to relate various medical conditions to motor vehicle operating
licence classes. To use the chart in the normal way, one would have to approach it with a
question; otherwise why look at the chart? The question would probably take the form of
“If I have condition x, can I get a class y licence?” The specific medical conditions listed
have been ‘nested’ under larger headings such as ‘vision requirements,’ ‘hearing
requirements,’ etc. to make a more efficient search possible.
For example, what operating classes are available to someone whose vision is only 6/12
in the best eye? The given information for this question ‘vision in best eye is 6/12.’ The
information requested is ‘operating classes available’ Looking down the first column,
there is a direct match for ‘vision.’ Within the ‘vision’ category there is a direct match for
‘best eye’ and ‘6/12.’ Looking across the row, we find that someone with vision that
limited can actually get a class 5, 6 or 7 licence.
A more difficult task would be to ask, “What licence classes are available for someone
with sleep apnea.” There is no direct match for the given information and it requires
special background knowledge to see that ‘sleep apnea’ is a dysfunction of the ‘nervous
system’ and then to relate it to ‘loss of consciousness’ within this category. This creation
of a new search term is a complex ‘generate’ task. Looking along the row, we discover
that people who may fall asleep at the wheel are not eligible for any class of licence.

Literacy Task - Complexity Analysis - Draft
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Cycling is the process of making several locate matches within or between paragraphs
to identify two or more pieces of information. When the locate matches relate to a
common set of conditions, we refer to the cycles as independent.
For example, consider the case of a parent who wants more information about keeping
children’s lungs healthy. The parent looks in Services for Children (1) and finds the section
dealing with child nutrition and health care shown on the following page. He or she poses
the question, “Which of the publications listed here will give me information about
maintaining healthy lungs” The search is made more difficult because a high text-based
inference is required to make a match. The language used in the text does not explicitly
mention the words ‘lung’ or ‘healthy lungs’ but general background knowledge would
relate ‘respiratory diseases’ and asthma to unhealthy lungs. The same general background
knowledge allows most people to make some inferences about the need for clean air
which is free from smoke and pollutants.
The parent will then have to scan through all seven paragraphs in this passage to
discover the two publications that fit the search criteria. ‘Cycle’ tasks are easier when the
reader is told how many items he or she must find. However, in this case, the number of
items requested (or productive matches) is unknown and the whole passage must be
scanned until all possible matches have been made.
Another common type of cycling is ‘sequential’ or ‘dependent’ and uses the results of
the first locate as one of the search terms for the next locate in the cycle. Typical of this
type of matching is a search through a catalogue for a part number which is then used as a
search term when looking in the price list. The first locate (finding the part number) in the
cycle is ‘independent’ but the second locate (finding the price) is ‘dependent’ on the first.
In the sample questionnaire items shown below, the first task (3a) is to locate the label
that matches your ‘new marital status’ and mark it. This is a locate task matching one
word to another.
Item 3b, provide a date, requires the respondent to examine the four options until they
find the one that matches the response given in the previous item. The ‘given’ information
for 3b is a new marital status (married, common law, etc.). Matching the given term
allows the respondent to locate instructions about how to complete the item. The second
part of the task, entering the date, is dependent on the first match, getting instructions for
entering the date.

16
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CHILD NUTRITION AND HEALTH CARE
Cycling refers to the
process of making multiple
matches to retrieve multiple pieces of information.
For example the following
question forces a two cycle
task:
Which publications contain information about
keeping lungs healthy?

First productive matches
for given information
(blue). They point to
requested information
(red).

Second productive match
for given information
(blue). It points to requested information (red)

To complete the task, two
pieces of information are
required. In this case. both
are found using the same
given information, making
the cycles ‘independent’ of
each other.

The Child Health Record is a pocket sized booklet that provides
TANT FFA
an easy way to keep track of IMPOR
IMPORT
ACTS ABOUT YOUR
CHILD’S DEVELOPMENT
DEVELOPMENT,, including health check ups, weight and
immunization history. To request your copy, call 1 800 O Canada or
go to www.healthcanada.ca/chr
Did you know that today almost 80 percent of mothers are
BREASTFEEDING their babies? For information about
breastfeeding, including copies of 10 Great Reasons to Breastfeed
and 10 Valuable Tips for Successful Breastieeding, call 1 800 O
Canada or visit www.hc sc.gc.ca/childhood youth and enter
“Breastfeeding” in the site browser at the bottom of the page (click
on “Infant Nutrition” and then on “Infant Nutrition Resources”).
Canada’s Food Guide to Healthy Eating offers practical
THY FOOD CHOICES
guidelines you can use daily to make HEAL
HEALTHY
for you and your family. For copies of the guide, call 1 800 O
Canada or go to www.hc-sc.gc.ca and click on “Food and Nutrition”
in the “Fast Find” menu on the left.
The Clean Air Guide: How to Identify and Correct Indoor Air
Quality Problems in Your Home provides important information
to help protect children and other family members with ASTHMA
ASTHMA,,
ALLERGIES, RESPIRA
TOR
Y DISEASES OR ENVIR
ONMENT
AL
RESPIRAT
ORY
ENVIRONMENT
ONMENTAL
SENSITIVITIES. The guide also includes a personal action plan. To
order a copy for $5.95, visit www.cmhc-schl.gc.ca and click on
“Order Desk” or call 1 800 668 2642.
Canada’s Physical Activity Guide to Healthy Active Living is
designed to help all Canadians, including parents and children,
Y ACTIVE to improve health, prevent
become more PHYSICALL
PHYSICALLY
disease, and get the most out of life. To order your copy, call 1 888
334 9769 or visit www.hc-sc.gc.ca/hppb/paguide
QUIT 4 LIFE is a Web based program that gives teens the tools
they need to quit smoking. For positive, supportive, realistic advice
that recognizes the challenges of quitting, go to
www.quit41ife.com
The CENTRES OF EXCELLENCE FOR CHILDREN’S WELLBEING work to increase our understanding of the physical and
mental health needs of children and the critical factors for healthy
child development. The Centres focus on different aspects of child
and youth health and provide research based information.
1. Services for Children: Guide to Government of Canada Services for
Children and their Families
Literacy Task - Complexity Analysis - Draft
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Integrating is the process of contrasting and comparing information once it has been
identified through cycling. Of the two processes, comparison (finding similarities) seems
to be easier for most people. Contrasting (finding differences) is more difficult.
The most basic integration task is to compare items in a list to fixed external criteria:
“Which item in the list is largest or smallest? Which of the items in the list begin with ‘b’?
Which menu items include desert? In which quarter were sales under $100,000.00?”
Using the chart below to determine Employment Insurance (EI) eligibility requires two
integration tasks. The reader first has to determine ‘required hours’ in the region where the
he or she lives. The ‘given information’ for this task task would be the regional
unemployment rate (itself, the result of a previous ‘locate’ task). This rate is integrated
with (compared to) the percentage bands listed in the first column. When a match is made,
the respondent finds the number of ‘required hours.’ The second integration task is for the
respondent to determine if he or she qualifies by comparing EI ‘insurable hours’ on
separation slips to the ‘required hours’ to determine if actual hours worked equal or
exceed the required hours.

18
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Another type of integration task asks for similarities and differences within a list or
between lists. Note that here we are talking about the basic ‘list structures’ found in
documents. Graphs, for example, represent lists of values. The ‘graphic’ representation of
these lists make integration tasks easier. In the ‘required hours’ table shown in the
example we could ask about the maximum and minimum number of hours required to
qualify for EI, an integration task that requires comparison of all the amounts in the right
hand column. Of the same table we could ask, “What is the relationship between regional
rate of unemployment and the hours that must be worked to qualify for EI?” Answering
this question would require a comparison of the ordering of the lists in the two columns, a
fairly high-level integration task. (Note that the ‘type of information,’ a pattern or
relationship, is also quite abstract.)
Generating requires readers to use expert background knowledge to relate information
in the question or directive to the text, or to select one plausible answer over another.
When searching for information, we are often confronted with situations where the
term we are using as given information fails to match any of the available categories or
labels in the document we are using. Kirsch and Mosenthal call this situation ‘coping
without cues or clues.’ For example, imagine you were looking for the phone number of
a business that sold ‘eyeglass frames.’ A search of the yellow pages reveals that there is
no listing under ‘eyeglass’ or ‘eyeglass frames.’ It is evident that if the search is to
continue, a more productive search term will have to be ‘generated.’ Most people know
that eyeglass frames are sold by ‘dispensing opticians’ will regard this task as fairly
trivial; for other Canadians, this is a piece of ‘expert knowledge’ they do not have.
We have only two strategies for ‘generating’ search terms. We can ask someone who
knows or we can ‘brainstorm’ some possibilities based on linguistic, semantic, and
logical cues. The former is apparently what male drivers should do more often, the latter
is a high-level cognitive activity of which a substantial number of people are incapable.
A lack of congruence between how information is framed by the ‘information designer’
and how it is perceived by the ‘information consumer’ results in poor communication.
Examples of this lack of congruence abound in all sorts of public documents. In Calgary,
the ‘Animal Control Bylaw’ covers ‘horses, dogs and fowl.’ If you are bothered by cats,
you will need to refer to the ‘Cats Running at Large Bylaw.’ If you are looking for an
industrial backhoe, the Yellow Pages for one city categorizes it as ‘equipment,’ another as
‘machinery.’
Some category generation is also required when requests for information fail to specify
the kind of information required, or the basis upon which distinctions need to be made.
When categories are not provided, the respondent has to ‘generate’ relevant categories for
the information he or she has. For example, the description of the person who robbed the
store will be more detailed if the witness does not have to ‘generate’ the categories which
are used in the description. An outline of categories such as ‘height,’ ‘build,’
distinguishing characteristics,’ etc. is generally provided to make this task easier.
Literacy Task - Complexity Analysis - Draft
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Other Factors Influencing ‘Type of Match’
Influencing the difficulty of the type of match are several related factors shown in the
overview below:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Number of phrases/features to search on
Number of items in the response
Inference needed to match given or requested information
Plausibility of distracting information

Number of Search Phrases
When locating information in a text or document, the locate task is made more difficult
as the number of phrases which make up the question or directive increases. For example,
questions with one independent clause are easier than questions with one independent
clause and one or more dependent clauses. The more phrases that have to be matched, the
more difficult the task. Look at the following examples:
Directive comprising one main clause:
‘Enter your annual income for 2000 in box B.’
Question with one main clause and one dependent clause:
If the regional unemployment rate is 9.5%, what is the minimum number of work hours
needed to qualify for EI?
In the second example, the subordinate clause contains words and phrases that have to
be matched with similar words and phrases in the text. Without the subordinate clause, the
question could be answered using only one column of the Employment Insurance table
shown on page 18, matching ‘number of hours’ in the question to the column label for the
list of hours, and scanning for the lowest amount (420 hrs). When the information about
the unemployment rate is added to the question, another phrase, or in this case a number,
has to be matched to locate the required information (560 hrs). It is a more complex task
requiring more phrases to be matched.

20
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Features to Match
In documents where meaning may be carried by icons, lines, or colours, matching is
made more difficult as the number of features to be matched increases. In general, a
match made on one feature is fairly easy. A typical task requiring a single feature match
would be to pick items off a menu that have the ‘heart-smart’ symbol. A more difficult
task would be to pick out the heart-smart items that don’t contain dairy products. (Note
that in this case, the diner would have to infer what constitutes a dairy product before
attempting the match.)

Inference Needed
In general, ‘inference’ refers to the ability to ‘read between the lines,’ or to reach a
conclusion based on partial information. Inference is a cognitive skill that is critical for
proficient reading. Much of our reading behaviour is based on predictions and inference
is needed to make most of those predictions.
Literacy tasks are made easier if the given information in the question or directive is
identical to or synonymous with that found in the text, or if it has an easily identifiable
categorical relationship (pet: cat/dog/fish; income: wages, annuities, pensions).
For example, if a directive on a form asks the respondent to ‘check the box of the age
group into which they fit,” the task will be easier if the boxes are marked ‘age groups.’
The task will be more difficult if the boxes to be marked are not labelled, or if they are
labelled ‘age divisions,’ or ‘generational increments.’
Matching is made easier when the answer to a question appears in a ‘paradigmatic’
context. In this paradigmatic context, the synonymous word appears as the same part of
speech in the same grammatical structure, and is accompanied by one or more words
identical to those found in the question. For example, consider the question “What are my
CPP pension credits?” It will be easier to answer this question if the text contains an
answer in a paradigmatic context. It would start with “Your CPP pension credits are . . .”
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The task is more difficult if the respondent has to identify the answer in a nonparadigmatic relationship such as that shown below. In this piece of text, the reader must
identify the antecedent for the pronoun ‘these’ in the last sentence to arrive at a definition
of CPP pension credits. Notice that the text does not even say that ‘these are your CPP
pension credits” but rather “these become your CPP pension credits.”

The given and requested information can also be related by a categorical relationship. If
the directive calls for a form-filler to “list any pets living in your residence,” the
respondent should have no difficulty identifying cats, dogs, and snakes as members of the
‘pet’ category. On the other hand, he or she would have more problems identifying what
fits in the ‘income’ category if asked to “list any sources of income you may have.”
Semantic cues are the basis for much inference during reading. A ‘semantic field,’
sometimes called a lexical field, is the usual meaningful context in which words appear.
For example, ‘centimetre’ occurs in a semantic field that may include ‘metres,’ ‘litres,’
‘milli,’ and ‘mega.’ ‘Mother,’ ‘brother,’ ‘son,’ ‘daughter’ are in the same semantic field,
but the terms ‘female parent,’ ‘sibling,’ ‘male offspring’ are in another.
The most significant thing we can say about semantic fields is that they influence the
kind of predictions and inferences we make. We automatically fill in the missing units on
speed limit signs because we are aware of which unit is relevant on the highway
(kilometres per hour). If the first entry in a recipe is ‘2 cups of flour’ we are able to
anticipate that ingredients such as pepper and salt will be measured in teaspoons and
tablespoons; if the first entry is 1 litre of milk, then we anticipate that ingredients such as
pepper will appear in millilitres.
In some information exchanges, differing semantic fields are readily apparent. Imagine
the customs agent at the border asking ‘How long have you been out of the country?’ to a
returning Canadian couple. His viewpoint is regulatory and he wants an answer in hours.
Their response is “all weekend,” or “a couple of days,” reflecting a more recreational
framework where time is hardly noted at all.
22
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Plausibility of Distractors
When information in the text meets some, but not all, of the conditions specified in the
question or directive, it is referred to as a ‘distractor’ for the given information. When
information in the text appears to complete the requested information frame, but is
actually incorrect, it is referred to as a distractor for the requested information. The more
conditions that a distractor shares with the search term or the correct answer, the more
‘plausible’ it becomes.
Imagine reading the text shown to
the right in order to answer the
question, “What do I do if I am not
satisfied with the response given to me
by staff at the department?
The given information frame can be
stated as: There is something I should
do if I am not satisfied with the
response of department staff.
Looking at the text, we can see two
places where the phrases ‘not satisfied’
and ‘response’ appear. Both instances
are partial matches for the given
information; one match will yield the
requested information, “you may
request a reconsideration,” the other is
a distractor that points to the wrong
answer, “appeal to a Review
Tribunal.”
In the first instance, the response is
given by ‘us’ and the reader has to
identify the antecedent of this pronoun
as the ‘department staff’ writing the
pamphlet. In the second instance, the
response is made by a person in a
named position, the ‘Regional
Director.’ He is clearly not included in
the department staff as ‘our decision’
can be appealed to the ‘Regional
Director.’
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Distractors can arise as a consequence of how informational text is organized, For
example, look at the reading selection below detailing Family Supplement benefits. It
contains 13 dollar amounts, four percentages, two dates, and five other references to
periods of time. In the widest sense, all of this information is distracting if you, as a
reader, want to know only one amount, or date, or rate; the information is plausible to the
extent that it appears in the same passage under the same heading. In relation to specific
questions and directives, some distracting information is more plausible, and hence likely
to be selected by the less-skilled reader.
Imagine being given this passage and asked to identify the ‘maximum weekly amount’
for Employment Insurance supplemented by the Family Benefit. The correct answer,
$413.00, is found under the third bullet, and is signalled by the words ‘maximum,’
‘weekly,’ ‘rate,’ and the dollar sign to identify a ‘dollar amount.’
However, the words ‘maximum’
and ‘rate’ appear in the final
bulleted paragraph associated with
‘65% of your average insurable
earnings,’ and ‘80% of the average
insurable earnings.’ These are both
plausible answers to the question if
one fails to make a distinction
between ‘rate’ and ‘amount’ The
distractors in this example match on
the features ‘maximum’ and
‘benefit.’ They do not match on
‘weekly’ or ‘amount.’
One way to reduce the ‘noise’ of
distracting information is to provide
labels and headings which will allow
the reader to read more selectively.
In this case the five bullets under
‘Benefits’ could be replaced with
headings that more accurately
describe the content. The first two
bullets and the fourth cover
‘reduction of FS benefits;’ the third
and fifth deal with ‘limits to
combined benefits.’
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Example: Distractors for Given and Requested information
Question: What are the two
main methods of determining refugee status?
Distractor for given
information (blue);
different paragraph
than the answer.
Productive match for
given information.
It points to requested
information (red)
Distractors for
requested info (grey)
(we are looking for types
or methods, not manner)
Second productive
match for given
information.
It points to the second piece of requested
information (red)
Less plausible distractor for given info
(blue); different
paragraph than the
answer.
Another distractor for
requested info (grey)
(This is an appeal process, not a determination)

REFUGEE DETERMINATION IN CANADA
The Immigration and Refugee Board (IRB) is an
administrative tribunal that operates independently of the Department of Citizenship and
Immigration. The IRB is responsible for the fair
and efficient determination of all claims to
Convention refugee status made in Canada.
Refugee determination hearings take place
before a two Member panel. Hearings are
conducted as informally as possible, and in
private unless an application for a public hearing
is received and granted. A Refugee Hearing
Officer helps the panel by ensuring that all
relevant evidence is advanced at the hearing. In
some cases, claims can be determined by a
single Member without a hearing. Claimants
being considered for this expedited process must
first attend a preliminary conference with a
Refugee Hearing Officer.
If your claim is accepted, you, your spouse and
your dependent children can immediately apply
for permanent resident status in Canada. Applications for permanent residence must be
submitted to Citizenship and Immigration
Canada.
If you are determined not to be a Convention
refugee, you are entitled to apply for judicial
review by a judge of the Federal Court Trial
Division. However, you must first obtain permission from a Federal Court judge to initiate this
review.

Answer: Refugeee status can be determined through a hearing before a two member
panel or through an expedited process before a single member without a hearing. (Both
are private by default; but application can be made for a public hearing.)
Literacy Task - Complexity Analysis - Draft
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Quantitative Complexity Factors
Like prose and document processing, quantitative tasks require the identification of
given and requested information, the matching of phrases and features, and the avoidance
of distractors. Added to these complexity factors are two others that apply only to
quantitative tasks–‘type of calculation’ and ‘operational specificity.’

Type of Operation
Type of operation refers to the actual arithmetic operation that must be carried out as
part of the literacy task. In general, addition is easier than subtraction; multiplication is
easier than division. Single arithmetic operations are always easier than combinations of
more than one operation. For the purposes of rating ‘type of calculation’ the following
values can be used:
1
2
3
4
5

Single addition
Single subtraction
Single multiplication
Single division
Combination of two or more operations

In the example shown below, a section of a pension workbook, the respondent is asked
to carry out several addition and multiplication steps to complete the pension calculation;
however, for the purpose of analysis, each instruction can be identified as a single
operation, and should be. The multiplication operations in steps 3 and 4 are more difficult
than the addition in step 5. The ‘calculation’ referred to in step 2 is not well specified, but
involves converting ‘years’ to months. As you will see in the next section, lack of
‘specificity’ makes quantitative tasks more difficult.
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Specificity of Operation
Operational specificity is the term used to describe the process of setting up an
arithmetic operation according to the parameters set forth in the question or directive.
The research results suggest a number of generalizations that can be made with regard
to operational specificity.
Quantitative tasks are easier when:
•

the numbers to be used are obvious. The task is more difficult if
the reader has to search for the values and infer labels
associated with amounts.

•

the numbers appear in row or column format rather than in a
random arrangement (as for example in a prose paragraph).

•

arithmetic operations are explicitly signalled by the use of
mathematical symbols ( +, x, =, etc.) or explicit verbal cues
(‘add,’ ‘subtract,’ ‘total,’ etc.) If the operation is signalled by the
use of relational statements such as ‘how much,’ ‘what amount,’
or ‘calculate the difference,’ the operation becomes more
difficult. When these operations are indirect or implied as in
‘what is the net profit,’ or ‘what is the discounted price,’ the
task becomes even more difficult.

Quantitative tasks are more difficult when:
•

the reader is required to work with ratios (one in four, two to
one). Working with rates (miles per gallon, litres per square
yard) is yet more difficult.

•

operations require sequential steps. Tasks are made more
difficult when the amount resulting from one operation or task
is used in the next calculation.

•

the answer requires some transformation–hours and minutes to
hours only, converting ratios to a common denominator,
changing measurements from one system to another, fractions
to decimals, etc.
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The example below illustrates a well-specified operation. The respondent is asked to
enter a number and subtract it from a given amount. The operation is indicated by the
word ‘minus’ and by the subtraction and equal signs. Lines are provided for the number to
be entered and for the resulting number. Both numbers appear in the same column and are
adjacent.

A poorly specified operation can be illustrated using the section of the application for
the Child Tax Benefit shown below. The respondent is asked to enter ‘world income’ for
three years. We will ignore the fact that collecting income amounts for three years will
involve some addition. The operation that will be most difficult will be to show this
combined income ‘in Canadian dollars.’
No assistance is given to the respondent about how to perform this conversion or where
to find the conversion factors. It is also
unclear if the money is to be converted
into today’s dollars, or reported as
dollars at the time the money was
made—perhaps a considerable
difference. The numbers to be operated
upon are not adjacent, the operation to
be performed (multiplication) is not
indicated in words or by mathematical
signs. Despite a ‘definitions’ section on
the back of the form (shown on the page
following), ‘net amount’ is not described
or specified; one assumes it indicates
‘after tax’ income.
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Summary and Preview
Now that you are familiar with the complexity factors for literacy tasks, you are nearly
ready to try your hand at some literacy task analysis.
The tools you will need, complexity rating charts and rubrics, follow this section on
pages 31 to 42.
Benchmark examples of literacy tasks at each level will help consolidate your
understanding of the IALS literacy domains and levels. Look for these on page 103.
You can look at some examples of analysis which illustrate how the rating charts are
applied to literacy survey items on pages 44 to 51, or delve into a lengthy analysis of
the TD1 Tax Credits Return on pages 53 to 82.
If you would like attempt to analyze selected public documents, try several of the
practice exercises starting on page 83. Suggested answers and discussion follow each
exercise.
Literacy Task - Complexity Analysis - Draft
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Rating Guide *
Step 1
Identify the task(s) to be considered. In any document, some of the literacy tasks
associated with using it are clearly beneath the level where analysis is necessary. Other
tasks are more complex and critical to the successful use of the document.
The form on the next page (p. 32) can be used as a guide for the rating. Photocopy as
many copies of the form as you have tasks to rate.

Step 2
Decide whether the task has the feature of a Prose, Document use, or Quantitative
task. Remember that many quantitative tasks also have a ‘document use’ component.
Use your judgement to decide which part of the task adds most to task difficulty.

Step 3
. Rate each complexity factor appropriate to the type of task on the chart provided.
The charts and rubrics you will need to complete the ratings can be found on pages 33
to 41. To help you identify which chart is used for which task, the following symbols
are used:

Task type:

P

D

Prose

Document

Q
Quantitative

Step 4
Compare the combined ratings for each task with the typical values for each IALS
level in the chart on page 42 to arrive at an estimate of complexity. Enter the estimate
at the bottom of the rating chart.
* Rating charts and rubrics in this section adapted from: Mosenthal, P. and Kirsch, I. (1994). Defining the
Proficiency Standards of Adult Literacy in the US: A Profile Approach
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Rating Chart - Task Complexity
Document
Task Description

Notes

Complexity of Cognitive Processing (Ratings)

Task Type

P

D

Q

Prose

Document

Quantitative

Type of information (p33)
Type of match (pp3-36)
Type of operation (p37)
Specificity of Operation

(p38)

Plausibility of distractors

(p39)

Total of processing complexity ratings
Complexity of document rating (p41)
Total rating (processing + document
Predicted complexity level (IALS)
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(p42)

+
=

PD

Type of Information

Use the chart below to rate the ‘type of information’ factor in prose and document
processing tasks

Type of Information

Rating

person, animal, place (noun, not relationship), thing

1

amounts, times, attributes, types, actions, locations

2

manner, goal, purpose, alternative, referent for a pronoun,
predicate adjective

3

cause, effect, reason, result, similarity, explanation

4

equivalence, difference, theme or pattern.

5
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PD

Type of Match

Two scoring ‘rubrics’ are provided on the following two pages. One is for ‘type of
match’ in prose processing tasks; the other is used for rating ‘type of match’ document
processing tasks.

Using the Scoring Rubrics
The scoring rubrics for ‘type of match’ in prose and document tasks use an additive
scheme for scoring. To use the rubrics, start at the top statement in the chart and read
down. When the statement applies to the task under consideration, add the value
indicated. Use a piece of scratch paper to keep track of the total.
You will immediately see that under the right conditions, the total score using these
rubrics might reach as high as 20 for some hypothetically difficult task. However, in real
life literacy tasks, the total score usually ranges from 1 to 7.
Your rating should follow the rubric from top to bottom:
Item

1.

Task Feature
Cycle +3

Score

 Between paragraphs +1

4



2.

3 Search phrases +2

2



3.

2 Item response +1

1



4.

Synonymous match +0

0



5.

Requested information frame requires inference +2

Total (All above) =
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9

Type of Match in Prose Processing
1.

Additional Task Features (in gray)

If locate, add 1;
If cycle, add 2;

If integrate, add 3;

P





If generate, add 5.

If within paragraph, add 0;
If between paragraphs, add 1;



If 2 cycles, add 0;
If 3 cycles, add 1
If 4 cycles, add 2
If 5 cycles, add 3
If more than 5, add 4

If compare, or infer condition based on synthesis of features
identified throughout paragraph, add 0;
If contrast, or infer condition based on synthesis of features
identified between paragraphs, add 1


2.

If 1 phrase to search on, add 0;
if 2 phrases to search on, add 1;
if 3 phrases to search on, add 2;
if 4 phrases to search on, add 3.


3.

If 1 item response, add 0;
if 2 item response, add 1;
if 3-4 item response, add 2;



if 5 or more item response, add 3.

4.

For multiple responses:
If number of responses is specified, add 0;
If number of responses unspecified, add 1;


For given information:
If match is literal or synonymous, add 0;
if match requires a low text-based inference, add 1;
if match requires a high text-based inference, add 3.


5.

For requested information:
If completion of new information frame requires no inference or the identification of a
paradigmatic relationship, add 0;
If completion of new information frame requires a low text-based inference, identification
of a condition, identification of an antecedent, or restatement of information, add 2;
if completion of new information frame requires some specialized prior knowledge or the
identification of a syntagmatic relationship, add 3;
if completion of new information frame requires a high text-based inference, add 4.
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Type of Match
in Document Processing
1.

D

Additional Task Features (in gray)

If locate, add 1;
If cycle, add 2;



If independent, add 0;
If dependent, add 1;

If integrate, add 3;



If compare, add 0;
If contrast, add 1.



If 2 cycles, add 0;
If 3 cycles, add 1
If 4 cycles, add 2
If 5 cycles, add 3
If more than 5 cycles, add 4

If generate, add 5.

2.


If 1 feature match, add 0;
If 2 feature match, add 1;
If 3 feature match, add 2;
If 4 feature match, add 3;


3.

If 1 item response, add 0;
if 2 - 3 item response, add 1;
if 4-5 item response, add 2;



For multiple responses:
If number of responses is specified, add 0;
If number of responses unspecified, add 1;

if 6 or more item response, add 3.

4.


For given information:
If match is literal or synonymous, add 0;
if match requires a low text-based inference, estimation, or recognition of a condition
stated elsewhere in the document, add 1;
if match requires a high text-based inference, add 3.

5.


For requested information:
If completion of new information frame requires no inference, add 0;
If completion of new information frame requires a low text-based inference, add 2;
if completion of new information frame requires a high text-based inference, add 4.
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Quantitative Factors
Type of Operation
Specificity of Operation
Use the chart on this page and the ‘additive rubric’ on the next page to rate the two
factors important to the complexity of quantitative processing

Q

Type of Operation

Type of Operation

Rating

Single addition

1

Single subtraction

2

Single multiplication

3

Single division

4

Combined operations

5
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Specificity of Operation
1.

Q

If numbers are in row and column format, add 0
If numbers are not in column format, add 1;


2.

If numbers are adjacent, add 0
If numbers are not adjacent, add 1


3.

If labels and amounts are identified without a search, add 0;
If labels are present and amounts identified with a search, add 1;
If labels are inferred and amounts identified with a search. add 2;


4.

If operation is identified by +, -, x, or (divide symbol), or states ‘add (or total),’
‘subtract,’ ‘multiply,’ or ‘divide,’ add 0;
If semantic relation is stated, e.g. ‘how much more,’ ‘how much less,’ ‘how many
times,’ ‘calculate the difference,’ add 1;
If operation is easily inferred, e.g. ‘how much is saved,’ ‘deduct,’ add 2;
If operation is based on known ratios, e.g. ‘percent of,’ add 3.


5.

If numbers are present, add 0;
If numbers entered or identified in previous task, add 1;


6.

If units require no transformation, add 0
If units require transformation, e.g. time to fraction of an hour, or require converting to
common units, e.g. fractions, add 1
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P

Plausibility of Distractors

Distractors

Rating

1

No plausible distractors
Plausible distractors for either requested or given information (but
not both) appear in a paragraph (including the paragraph in which
the answer is located), or distractors arise, as a result of invited
inferences based on information in the paragraph in which the
answer is located.
Plausible distractors for both given and requested information appear
in different nodes, one of which may be the paragraph where the
answer is located.
a) Plausible distractors for both given and requested information
appear in the same paragraph but other than the one containing the
answer; or,

2

3

4

b) distractors represent the opposite condition to what is established
in the question or directive, and these distractors appear in a
paragraph other than the one containing the answer.

a) Plausible distractors for given and requested information both
appear in the same paragraph as the answer; or,

5

b) when plausible distractors represent the opposite condition of
what is established in the question or directive and these distractors
appear in the same paragraph as the answer.
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DQ

Plausibility of Distractors

Distractors

Rating

No plausible distractors

1

There are multiple items in the list being searched for requested
information, or there are labels for other lists that bear resemblence
in kind to the label being used as a search term.

2

One or more features from both given and requested information
appear in different matrix cells or in lists other than the cell or list in
which the answer actually appears.

3

One or more features from both given and requested information
appear in the same matrix cell or list but not in the answer node

One or more features in from both requested and given information
appear in the same matrix cell or list as the answer.
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4

5

The PMOSE/IKIRSCH
Document Readability Formula
Structure

Score 1 if simple-list structure.
Score 2 if combined-list structure.
(also includes pie charts and time lines).

Score 3 if intersected-list structure.
(also includes bar charts line graphs and maps).

Score 4 if nested-list structure.
(also includes bar charts and line graphs with nested labels).

Dependency

Density

Document Structure Score
Labels Score 1 if 15 or fewer labels.
Score 2 if 16 to 25 labels.
Score 3 if 26 to 35 labels.
Score 4 if 36 to 46 labels.
Score 5 if more than 46 labels.

Number of Labels Score +

Score 1 if 75 or fewer items.
Score 2 if 76 to 125 items.
Score 3 if 126 to 175 items.
Score 4 if 176 to 225 items.
Score 5 if more than 225 items.

Number of Items Score +

Add 1 if document makes reference
to information in a related document
or as a dependency.

Dependency Score +

Total Score =

Document Complexity Level
(Circle total score below to determine a document’complexity level)

3 4 5
Very Low

6 7 8

9 10 11

12 13 14

15

Low

Moderate

High

Very High

Adapted from: Mosenthal, P. and Kirsch I. (1998). A New Measure for Assessing Document Complexity: The
PMOSE/IKIRSCH Document Readability Formula. Journal of Adolescent and Adult Literacy, 41:8. pp 638-657
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Determining IALS Level
When all the processing factors for a task have been rated, they should be totalled and
compared with the typical complexity value ranges to estimate an IALS level.

Combined Rating

IALS Level

(ToI + ToM + PoD)
(ToO + SoO +PoD)

(Estimate)

0-6

1

7-8

2

9 - 10

3

11 - 13

4

14 - 16

5

For Complex Documents
If the document is being considered is unusually complex, rate its complexity using the
PMOSE/IKIRSCH Document Readability Formula. Add to the rating for cognitive
processing (on all tasks required by the document) according to the following scheme:
If the document’s complexity rating is low or very low, add 0
If the document’s complexity is moderate or high, add 1
If the document’s complexity is very high, add 2

Notes
In quantitative tasks, it is assumed that the ‘type of information’ will always be amounts
or quantities, so this factor is ignored for these tasks.
If the combined ratings of a task exceed 16, it is clearly off the IALS scale. The IALS
scale was calibrated to ‘observed’ literacy skills among the general population and
does not address the extremes of literacy complexity. Undoubtedly there are tasks that
can only be completed by people with skills above level 5 (some very small number of
Canadians).
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Sample Analysis of Test Items
The complexity analysis outlined in the first section was developed to account for
differences in difficulty of exam and literacy survey questions and to help in the design of
test items at specific complexity levels.
•

.
•

The Respirator Parts Problem, like most other problems in the Test of
Workplace Essential Skills (TOWES), requires a number of reading and document
use skills. In this problem, the test taker is asked to find catalog numbers which are
‘buried’ in a four column table. The respirator parts problem is used as a sample
problem at the beginning of each TOWES test
The Primary Energy Problem is taken from the IALS survey and involves using
quantitative information from two bar graphs.

Before looking at the explanations and ratings that follow each set of items, complete
each item as though you were writing the test or survey. Make a note of your impressions
as to the difficulty of each item.
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TOWES - Respirator Parts Problem

Look at the two pages from the air purifying respirator
guide on the following page.

Question

1

Question

2

Painters wear respirators to filter out dangerous vapours and particles. A
painter needs a basic facepiece for a medium-sized 7700 Series respirator.
What is the catalog number for this part?

What is the catalog number and description of the part shown below?

Catalog number

Question

3

What is the catalog number and description of the part from the 7700
series mask which is shown below?

Catalog number

44
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Figure 1.1
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Solving the Respirator Parts Problem
The first step in solving the three questions is to identify the task required. After
looking at the questions, the test-taker is better able to frame the ‘requested’ information
(the answer to the question) in language that matches the ‘given’ information (the
question itself). The answer can be found on a page from a respirator manual which
shows an exploded view of a respirator with the various parts numbered for reference.
Above the picture of the respirator, two four-column tables relate the reference numbers
in the illustration to catalog numbers and part descriptions.
Question number 1 asks for a catalog number of a named part. In terms of reading
skills it asks the test taker to ‘scan’ the chart for the words: ‘basic facepiece,’ ‘medium,’
and ‘7700 series.’ As the search terms are in the exact language used in the chart, no
inference is required. However, some understanding of row and column information is
needed to ‘extract’ the answer. Note that the task of finding the catalog number requires
the test taker to search the final ‘description’ list, which is actually ordered according to
the number shown in the illustration. For the purpose of this question it is ordered
‘randomly’ and presents a more difficult search task than if the list had been organized
alphabetically. There are three mentions of ‘facepiece’ in the Complete Assembly chart (a
different ‘node’ than that containing the answer) and three mentions in the ‘Component’
chart (in the same node as the answer). Five of these ‘facepiece’ mentions are distractors
for the given search term.
The second question adds the requirement for visual discrimination to the search task.
It also asks the test taker to combine information from two source documents and two
information formats (the exploded view of the respirator and the four-column nested list
above it). The test taker has to first locate the pictured part in the illustration, then
‘recycle’ the part number the ‘given’ for the next search. This search uses the numerically
ordered list in the first column of the table—an easier search task than scanning the
randomly ordered list in the first question. There are five ‘round’ objects in the
illustration, four are distractors for the ‘given’ picture of the part.
The third question adds another level of difficulty to question two. Unlike the
‘inhalation connector’ in question two, the ‘cradle suspension system’ shown in question
three has different catalog numbers for the 5500 and 7700 models. The test taker has to
select the correct sub-heading from the two possibilities nested under the ‘Catalog
Number’ heading. The second catalog number for the inhalation connector is a distractor
for the correct number in the adjacent column.
In spite of the specific setting, the skills demonstrated in this problem are all
transferable skills which can be applied to other situations and other contexts. TOWES
tests the wide range of applied reading, document use, and numeracy skills found in all
jobs.
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Rating the Respirator Parts Problem
Question 1
Task Type
Type of information
Type of match

Distractors

Document
catalog number
locate,
3 search features
literal match
for given

(1)
Type

Level

Document. 1

(3)
(2)

ToI

ToM

PoD

1

3

2

The task is a locate using three features. The ‘type of information’
is concrete. This apprears to be a high level 1 document use task.

Question 2
Task Type
Type of information
Type of match

Distractors

Document
number
(1)
dependent cycle
one search feature
two responses
literal match
(4)
for given
(2)

Type

Level

Document

2

ToI

ToM

PoD

1

4

2

This ‘cycle’ task appears to be at level 2

Question 3
Task Type
Type of information
Type of match

Distractors

Document
number
(1)
dependent cycle
two search features
two responses
literal match
(5)
for requested
(2)

Type

Level

Document

2

ToI

ToM

PoD

1

5

2

This task is slightly more difficult than the previous one due to the
need to search on two features and the presence of a distracting
catalog number not found in the previous example.
Rate this at high level 2
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IALS - Primary Energy Problem

Use the graphs about producers and consumers of primary
energy on the following page to answer questions 1 through 3.
These figures are presented in quadrillion Btu, which is a
way to measure large amounts of energy.

Question

1
Question

2

Question

3

48

How many more quadrillion Btu of primary energy does Canada produce
than it consumes?

List all the countries that are mentioned as major consumers but not
mentioned as major producers of primary energy in 1990.

Calculate the total amount of energy in quadrillion Btu consumed by
Canada, Mexico, and the United States.
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Solving the Primary Energy Problem
The first task asks for a quantity, the difference between energy produced and energy
consumed by Canada in 1990. To calculate the difference, the test-taker will have to
‘cycle’ to locate the consumption and production amounts and then subtract them. The
subtraction operation is signalled by the phrase ‘how many more,’ a semantic cue. The
labels producers and consumers on the charts are a very close match to the ‘produce’ and
‘consume’ in the question. Each locate in the cycle process involves a search on two
terms ‘Canada’ and either ‘produce’ and ‘consume.’
The second question requires a list of all the countries that appear as consumers of
primary energy, but not as producers. The item is made more difficult because the number
of countries that fit the criteria is not specified, forcing the test-taker to compare each line
of the two graphs. The countries that satisfy the question appear in the consumer list but
not the producer. The test-taker must cycle to check each country in the ‘consumer’ graph
to see if the name appears in the ‘producer’ graph. The task is complicated by the fact that
the countries in each chart are ordered according to total energy consumed or produced,
and appear in different postitions in each list.
Question three asks for the total energy consumed by three named countries. The testtaker must cycle to pick up the three amounts, matching only the heading ‘consumed’ and
the country name (2 terms). The three amounts resulting from this search are then added.
The actual operation of addition is signalled by the words ‘calculate’ and ‘total.’ An
alternate set of numbers appears in the top (producer) graph and these represent plausible
distractors for the requested amounts.
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Rating the Primary Energy Problem
Question 1
Task Type
Type of operation
Specificity

Distractors

Quantiative
subtraction
numbers not in column
numbers not adjacent
amounts identified with search
operation easily infered
no transformation of units
none

(2)

Type

Level

Quant.

(6)
(1)

3

ToO

SoO

PoD

2

6

1

The task is a subtraction using amounts located in two cycles. The
match is made on two features.

Question 2
Task Type
Type of info.
Type of match

Distractors

Document
Countries (things)
integrate, compare
one feature match
four responses,
unspecified
literal match for given
for requested (another node)

(1)

Type

Level

Document

(6)
(2)

3

ToI

ToM

PoD

1

6

2

Question 3
Task Type
Type of operation
Specificity

Distractors

Quantitative
addition
(1)
numbers not in column
numbers not adjacent
amounts identified with search
semantic relationship stated
(4)
Features of given and requested (4)
in same list

Type

Level

Quant.

3

ToO

SoO

PoD

1

4

4

.
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Sample Complexity Analysis
Personal Tax Credits Return
To illustrate the analysis method described in the first section of this
manual, we will analyze the literacy tasks required to complete a common
entry form, in this case the 2000 tax year version of the Personal Tax
Credits Return (TD1 00). This form is completed by millions of Canadians at the beginning of the year, or when starting new employment. This
form was chosen both for its familiarity and for the range of literacy tasks
it requires of the form-filler. Completing the form requires a mix of prose,
document and quantitative literacy tasks. Unlike forms which we might
expect only to be completed by experts, this form is directed at the wider
population whose literacy skills run from nonexistent to excellent.
To carry out this type of analysis, it is necessary to make several assumptions. First, we assume that an entry form is a common format for
most Canadians and that they will be familiar with its conventions. For
example, we assume that people will treat the label ‘name’ as roughly
equivalent to the directive, “Enter your name here.” Some form designers
also assume that many of the ‘navigation’ and ‘response mode’ instructions will be inferred by the form-filler. For example, this Tax Credits
Return form omits a general instruction to “check each line on the form
and enter tax credit amounts where applicable” although that is what is
intended. Another convention is that the character separators in the ‘social
insurance number’ and ‘date of birth’ boxes are a cue to the number of
characters needed in the response, nine and eight characters respectively.
Secondly, we will assume that for entry-form tasks, the task of matching the label with information which fits that label is the primary task.
This makes the task of entering information onto a form equivalent to
searching a completed form for that information. In this view, locating a
label ‘name’ and writing your name is no more difficult cognitively than
locating the label ‘name’ and reading a corresponding name which has
been entered there. Some federal departments have made this connection
and now provide sample forms that demonstrate what kind of information
should be entered onto the form, and how it should be entered.
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Lastly, we will assume that personal information is located in memory,
or in readily available documents such as a driver’s licence or cheque
book. In most cases, we assume that such information does not really
have to be located or searched for. Even though it is evident that locating,
gathering or calculating some information may be complex, we will
generally consider these efforts to be ‘off-form’ tasks.
During analysis of forms, you will need to generate questions based on
specific personal information, so it is necessary to either look at the form
as though you were filling it out yourself, or to have a detailed case-study
prepared. At some points in the analysis, you might also want to test
several situations to see how different citizens in different circumstances
will experience the complexity of the form. When we look at claiming the
‘age amount’ on the Tax Credits Return, we will consider what happens to
claimants with differing incomes. Personal information is also part of the
‘given’ information which form-fillers use to create specific questions to
ask while carrying out form-filling tasks.
Overview of the TD1 (00)

The first page of the TD1 for the 2000 tax year is shown on the page
opposite. We will be looking at sections of the other three pages of this
document during the course of the following discussion. A complete TD1
form is included at the end of the section.
The first two pages of the form gather the information needed by the
employer to determine the amount of tax that will be deducted from the
employee’s pay cheque. The last two pages are used for calculations and
are retained by the person filling in the TD1 form. For the 2001 tax year,
the detailed calculations have been placed on a separate ‘worksheet’ and
the TD1 has been reduced to 2 pages. You can compare the two versions
and decide which is easier to use.
During the discussion of the TD1 that follows, we will be looking at all
sections of the form. Few Canadians will have to complete all the sections
(unless they are disabled pensioners with interest income, still caring for
infirm dependants). Many taxpayers will merely enter the basic personal
amount and sign the form, leaving the payroll clerk to find the appropriate
claim code. Others will struggle to match personal circumstances with
available tax credit categories to complete the calculations.
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Canada Customs
and Revenue Agency

Agence des douanes
et du revenu du Canada

PERSONAL TAX CREDITS RETURN
See the instructions on page 2 for completing this return.
Last name (capital letters)

Employee number

Usual first name and initials

Address

For non-residents only –
country of permanent residence

Social insurance number
Date of birth

Postal code

Year

Basic personal amount – Everyone can claim $7,131 as the basic personal amount. If you choose not to claim this amount
or if you are a non-resident, see section 1 on page 3.

Month

$

Day

1

Spousal amount – You may be able to claim an amount for supporting your spouse if you are married or have a common-law
spouse. See section 2 on page 3.

2

Equivalent-to-spouse amount – You may be able to claim an equivalent-to-spouse amount if you are single, divorced,
separated, or widowed. See section 3 on page 3.

3

Amount for infirm dependants age 18 or older – You may be able to claim an amount for infirm dependants age 18 or older
if they are related to you. See section 4 on page 3.

4

Pension income amount – You can claim your eligible pension income or $1,000, whichever amount is less.
See section 5 on page 4.

5

Age amount – You can claim an amount if you will be 65 or older at the end of the year and your estimated net income from all
sources for the year will be $25,921 or less. See section 6 on page 4.

6

Tuition and education amounts (full-time) – You can claim your tuition fees and $200 for each month you are enrolled as a
full-time student. See section 7 on page 4.

7

Tuition and education amounts (part-time) – You can claim your tuition fees and $60 for each month you are studying in a
part-time course that qualifies for the education deduction. See section 8 on page 4.

8

Disability amount – You can claim $4,233 if you are claiming the disability amount by using Form T2201, Disability Tax Credit
Certificate. See section 9 on page 4.

9

Caregiver amount – You may be able to claim an amount if you take care of your parent or grandparent age 65 or older or an
infirm dependant age 18 or older who lives with you. See section 10 on page 4.

10

Amounts transferred from your spouse or dependants – You can transfer any of the following amounts that your spouse or
dependants do not need to reduce their federal income tax to zero.
Age amount – See item 11 on page 4.

11

Pension income amount – See item 12 on page 4.

12

Disability amount – See item 13 on page 4.

13

Tuition and education amounts – See item 14 on page 4.

14

$

Total personal tax credit amounts. Add lines 1 to 14.
See the claim codes on page 2 to determine which claim code applies to you. Enter this code in box A .
If the total of all your personal tax credit amounts is more than your total employment income from all sources
for the year, your claim code is "E".

Additional tax to be deducted – If you receive other income, you may want to have more tax deducted from
each pay. By doing this, you may not have to pay as much tax when you file your income tax return. To choose
this option, state the amount of additional tax you want to have deducted from each pay. To change this
deduction later, you have to complete a new personal tax credits return.

A

$

I certify that the information given in this return is, to the best of my knowledge, correct and complete.
Signature
TD1 E (00)

Date
(Ce formulaire existe en français.)

0500
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Instructions for completing your personal tax credits return

page 2

Complete this return if you have a new employer or payer, and you will receive one or more of the following types of income:
l salary, wages, commissions, pensions, or any other remuneration; or
l Employment Insurance benefits.
You do not have to file a new return every year unless your marital status changes or you expect a change in your personal credits for that year. Complete
a new return no later than seven days after the change.
If you make regular spousal support payments, or if you regularly contribute to a registered retirement savings plan (RRSP) during the year, you can reduce
the amount of tax to be withheld from your income. To make this request, you have to write to any tax services office for a letter of authority. You do not
need a letter of authority if your employer deducts RRSP contributions from your salary.
If you receive non-employment income, such as a pension or Old Age Security, and you want to have extra tax deducted at source, you can complete
Form TD3, Request for Income Tax Deduction on Non-Employment Income, or complete the "Additional tax to be deducted" section on page 1.
If you need help, ask your employer or payer, or call your tax services office. You can find the telephone number in the Government of Canada section of
your telephone book.
After you complete this return, give pages 1 and 2 to your employer. Keep the confidential calculations on pages 3 and 4 for your records.
It is an offence to file a false return.

Item by Item Review

In the following review, we will analyze and rate some form-filling
tasks for complexity using the tables and rubrics at the end of the first
section. Other tasks clearly fit the descriptions given for complexity Level
1; these will be identified as such without a detailed rating. You can
review the descriptions for Level 1 prose, document, and quantitative
tasks on pages 95-118.
The first task, at the top of the form is a direction to the respondent to
“See the instructions on page 2.” This is an extremely easy ‘locate’ with
no distractors and clearly a Level 1 document use task. Note that we are
not concerned about whether the instructions are hard to read, just
whether they can be found. At a later time we may ask a question about
the instructions. The way the instructions are organized and the language
they use will affect the complexity of matching and extracting the information from them.
The other numbered lines on the first page also have references to
sections on later pages. These instructions to locate specific sections on
other pages are also Level 1 tasks. Flipping back and forth to other pages
of the form may cause some people to lose their way, and may lead to
entries being made in the wrong place or on the wrong line. Even people
with really good skills make mistakes entering responses. In the case of
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this form, the references from a line on the first page to a section on the
following pages could be made easier if the reference numbers were
presented in a graphically similar manner, repeating the boxed numbers
on the first page to make the match clearer.
Some government departments are experimenting with including more
information beside the entry line, or putting additional instructions on
foldout ‘wings.’ Electronic or on-line forms such as ‘fillable’ Acrobat
forms allow instructions to be placed in ‘pop-up’ boxes, available to the
form-filler at the click of a mouse. Usability testing will determine which
method results in the best returns, but logic says that reducing the number
of relatively simple tasks, such as referring to items on other pages, will
also reduce entry errors.
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Usual first name and initials

Last name (capital letters)
Address

For non-residents only –
country of permanent residence
Postal code

Employee number

Social insurance number
Date of birth
Year

Identification Section

The identification section asks the respondent to enter information in
response to labels such as ‘name,’ ‘postal code,’ etc. This is the inverse of
what people do when they extract information from forms–match the
label for a piece of requested information and note the information it
‘marks.’ When the labels are unequivocal and the information requested is
readily available, this kind of entry task is at Level 1 or lower on the
document scale.
There is a ‘glitch’ in this section, however, and it is related to the physical arrangement of the information labels. While the spaces to enter
name, address, employee number, and postal code are evidently meant to
be completed by everyone, the labels for social insurance number and
date of birth seem to be subsumed under the heading for non-residents
only. It may appear to some people that the final three pieces of information, country of permanent residence, social insurance number, and date
of birth are required only from ‘non-residents.’
This is a ‘plausible distractor’ and we can safely predict that some
small percentage of resident form-fillers will fail to enter information
because of it. The introduction of a plausible distractor raises the complexity of the task and lowers the probability that the information in the
social insurance number and date of birth boxes will be entered. Nonresidents will not experience the same complexity as residents and are
more likely to complete the identification section correctly.
Numeric date formats are far from standard. On a typical day of casual
reading, one can encounter any of the following formats for April 3,
2000:
American default
04/03/2000 or 4/3/00
(MDY)
English
03/04/2000
(DMY)
European (SI)
2000/04/03 or 00/04/03 (YMD)
Swedish default
2000/03/04
(YDM)
Using the numeric format for dates forces most people into a ‘coding/
decoding’ operation as they convert the numbers to the everyday notation,
April 3, 2000. When asked, most people will name the month when they
give their birthday. They must convert it to numbers before entering it on
this and most other government forms.
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Month

Day

page 3

1. Basic personal amount
Everyone can claim $7,131 as the basic personal amount.
l If you choose to claim this amount, enter $7,131 on line 1 on page 1.
l If you choose not to claim this amount (e.g., when you have more
than one employer or payer and you have already claimed the basic
personal amount), enter 0 in box A on page 1. Do not complete
sections 2 to14.

If you are a non-resident, and you are including 90% or more of your
annual world income when determining your taxable income in Canada,
you can claim certain personal amounts. If you are including less than
90% of your annual world income, enter 0 in box A on page 1. If you
are not sure about your non-resident status, or need more information,
call any tax services office or the International Tax Services Office.

If you want additional tax to be deducted, complete the appropriate section
on page 1.

1.

Basic Personal Amount

Line one, in the middle section, instructs the form-filler to enter $7,131
as a basic personal amount. The amount is ‘given’ and the instructions
apply to everyone. The match is this case is made on a single feature that
is explicitly stated, again a Level 1 task. If the form-filler is not a nonresident or a person who chooses not to claim the basic personal amount,
he or she can continue to the next item.
The two groups that are directed to the instructions on page 3 (section
1) are confronted by new conditions and tasks. People who choose not to
claim the basic personal amount are instructed to enter ‘0’ in box A and
ignore sections 2-14. Box A is clearly marked and people should have no
problem finding it and entering ‘0.’ This is another Level 1 task.
Non-residents are asked to decide if they are including more or less
than 90% of world income. On this form, world income is not defined,
nor is the form-filler given any guidance about how to make this calculation. Without more information, such as whether world income is converted to Canadian dollars, it is not possible to complete this item. We can
safely assume some plausible distractors for the given term world income.
If we check with the ‘type of operation’ rating scale, we see that this kind
of combined operation (convert world amount to dollars, add amounts,
define as percentage of total income) is a combined operation rated at 5,
the highest difficulty level. Looking at the ‘specificity of calculation’
rubric, we can see that the numbers are not in a column (1); the numbers
are not adjacent (+1) the labels are present, but the amounts must be
identified with a search (+1); the operation is based on known ratios (+3);
the units require transformation (+1); for a total rating of 7. This is evidently a Level 5 task and most people would be unable to complete the
calculation independently. They are instructed to phone the local tax
office. (Finding the phone number for Canada Customs and Revenue in
the local phone book using the given term tax services office requires
some inference as the number is listed in the blue pages under Canada
Customs and Revenue Agency. It is likely a Level 2 task.)

Type

Level

Quant.

5

To0

SoO

PoD

5

7

2
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In an endnote, people who entered ‘0’ in box A are asked to complete
the appropriate section if they want additional taxes deducted. The section in question is labelled Additional tax to be deducted. As the match is
exact, no inference is required and the complexity of finding this section
and entering one’s tax deduction ‘preference’ is at Level 1.
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2. Spousal amount

2.

You may be able to claim an amount for supporting your spouse
if you are married or have a common-law spouse.

If you marry during the year, your spouse’s net income for the year
includes the income earned before and during the marriage.

Generally, a common-law spouse is a person of the opposite sex
with whom you live in a common-law relationship for any
continuous period of at least 12 months, including any period of
separation (due to a breakdown in the relationship) of less than
90 days. It can also be a person of the opposite sex with whom
you live in a common-law relationship and who is the natural or
adoptive parent of your child. If you are not sure about your
marital status, or need more information, call any tax services
office.

If your spouse’s net income for the year will be:
l $6,661 or more, you cannot make a claim; enter 0 on line 2 on page 1;
l $606 or less, enter $6,055 on line 2 on page 1; or
l more than $606 but less than $6,661, complete the following calculation:

$6,661

Base amount
Minus: Spouse’s net income

–
=

Enter this amount on line 2 on page 1.

Spousal Amount

If the form-filler matches one of two conditions (married or have common-law spouse) they are asked to see section 2 on page 3. This is an
easy locate at Level 1. No explicit instructions are offered if you don’t
match these conditions, but it is not difficult to infer that one carries on to
the next item. (Forms with complete navigation instructions are generally
easier to fill in.)
To determine the actual spousal amount, the form filler has to identify
the net income from his/her spouse and compare this to three ranges: over
$6,661; less than $606; and between $606 and $6,661.
Actually fitting the spouse’s income into a list of three ranges is a
integration task which rates 3 on the ‘type of match’ rubric for document
processing. It is an integration task (3); compare (+0); 1 feature match
(+0); 1 item response (+0); literal match (+0); no new information frame
(+0). The type of information requested is an action, rated at 2. While
most people will be able to identify spouse’s income, it is probable that
some will not match the second feature of the locate, the word ‘net,’ and
will carry on with the task with spouse’s gross income. The possibility of
using the wrong income amount is a plausible distractor for the requested
information.
The calculation that results if the spouse’s income is in the middle of
the income range is not demanding. The numbers are in column format
(+0); the numbers are adjacent (+0); the operation is identified with mathematical symbols (+0); the numbers are present (+0); units require no
transformation (+0); total rating for operational specificity is 0. The type
of operation is a single subtraction, which is rated at 2 (slightly more
difficult than a single addition) Again, net and gross income may be
confused, so there is a plausible distractor for the requested information.

Type

Level

Document

2

ToI

ToM

PoD

2

3

2

Type

Level

Quant

1

ToO

SoO

PoD

2

0

2
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3. Equivalent-to-spouse amount
You may be able to claim an equivalent-to-spouse amount if you
are single, divorced, separated, or widowed, and you support a
dependant who is:
l under 18, your parent or grandparent, or mentally or
physically infirm;
l related to you by blood, marriage, or adoption; and
l living with you, in Canada, in a home that you maintain (a
dependant may live away from home while attending school).
If your equivalent-to-spouse claim is for an infirm dependant age
18 or older, you may be able to claim an amount in section 4.
Otherwise, any person you claim here cannot be claimed again in
section 4.

3.

If your dependant’s net income for the year will be:
l $6,661 or more, you cannot make a claim; enter 0 on line 3 on page 1;
l $606 or less, enter $6,055 on line 3 on page 1; or
l more than $606 but less than $6,661, complete the following calculation:

Minus: Dependant’s net income
Enter this amount on line 3 on page 1.

–
=

Equivalent-to-Spouse Amount

The instructions for this item advise anyone not in the previous category (married or common-law) to look at section 3 on page 3. Again, an
easy locate at Level 1.
Once the form-filler has found section 3, he or she has to make a complex, three feature match to determine if they are able to make a claim
here. To claim the amount, the form-filler must support a dependent who
must satisfy three overlapping conditions; age/infirmity; relationship; and
co-residence (excepting students away at school). As this is a short prose
passage, we will use the prose processing rubric. We will assume a question such as ‘Can I claim a tax credit for supporting the infirm mother of
my deceased wife in my own home? This is an integration task (3); requiring comparison (+0); searching on 3 phrases (+2); one item response
(+0); match requires low text-based inference (mother in law = related by
marriage) (+1); no new information frame (+0); total rating of 6. The type
of information requested is an action, rated at 2. There does not seem to
be any significant distractors for either given or requested information.
Once it is determined that a claim for equivalent to spouse can be
made, the form filler compares the dependent’s net income with the given
cut-off amounts to determine a claim amount. This is a straightforward
integration task comparing given information to the conditions found in
the text. It is similar to the integration task in Section 2, Spousal amount,
which was rated at Level 2 document use.
If the form filler has to complete the calculation, it is identical to the
one in the Spousal amount section above. The numbers are in column
format (+0); the numbers are adjacent (+0); the operation is identified
with mathematical symbols (+0); the numbers are present (+0); units
require no transformation (+0); total rating for operational specificity is 0.
The type of operation is a single subtraction which is rated at 2. Gross
income is again a plausible distractor for the given term ‘net income.’
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$6,661

Base amount
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Type

Level

Prose

3

ToI

ToM

PoD

2

6

1

Type

Level

Quant.

1

ToO

SoO

PoD

2

0

2

4. Amount for infirm dependants age 18 or older
You may be able to claim an amount for each infirm dependant
age 18 or older who has a physical or mental infirmity and who is
your or your spouse’s:
l

child or grandchild; or

l

parent, grandparent, brother, sister, aunt, uncle, niece, or
nephew, who resides in Canada.

If your dependant’s net income for the year will be:
$7,131 or more, you cannot make a claim; enter 0 on line 4 on page 1; or
l less than $7,131, complete the following calculation:
l

$7,131

Base amount
Minus: Dependant’s net income

–

If more than $2,353, enter $2,353.
You have to complete a separate calculation for each infirm
dependant you have.

4.

Minus: Equivalent-to-spouse amount claimed for this
dependant in section 3
Enter this amount on line 4 on page 1.

–
=

Amount for Infirm Dependants

Most people who look at this item on page 1 will identify infirm dependants and quickly decide that they have none, a simple match on one
phrase. People who have ‘infirm dependants,’ will also have to consider
whether they are, ‘related’ and ‘over 18,’ a more complex task.
In section 4 respondents have to further limit ‘related to’ to only those
‘related by blood or marriage,’ as in ‘child, parent, uncle,’ etc. This prose
processing task asks the form-filler to carry out a number of cycles to
locate conditions to be met and then integrate, or compare, his or her
personal circumstances (given information) with this set of conditions.
Because the task depends on reading a text passage, it is rated on the type
of match for prose processing rubric. It is an integration task (3); requiring comparison (+0); searching on 3 phrases (+2); one item response (yes/
no) (+0); match requires low text-based inference (infirmity) (+1); no new
information frame (+0); total rating of 6 for ‘type of match.’ The type of
information requested is an action (2). There are no distractors.
The calculation needed if the form-filler has a dependent who meets all
the conditions for an infirm dependent is a series of three quantitative
tasks or operations. The first is to subtract the dependent’s net income
from 7,131. As discussed in the ‘Spousal Amount’ section, this subtraction is not particularly difficult. (The only thing we can do to make the
operation easier would be to round the base amount to $7,100. or $7,000
to make the arithmetic somewhat simpler.)
Next, the result of the first operation is compared to $2,353, an integration task. On the ‘type of match’ for document processing, this task would
be rated as follows: integration (3); compare (+0); one feature match (+0);
one response (+0); literal given (+0); literal requested (+0); total rating 3.
The type of information requested is an amount (2). No distractors. (You
might want to compare this operation with a similar operation in section 6
where it is set up as a subtraction.)
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The final operation is another subtraction which uses the result of the
previous operation, and a number located in the equivalent to spouse
section above this one on page 3 of the form. In essence it is a subtraction, rated at 2 on the type of operation scale. When rated for ‘specificity
of operation: the numbers are in a column (0); adjacent (+0); labels
present, amounts identified with search (+1); operation identified with
math symbols (+0); numbers entered in previous task (+1); total rating 2.
As there are several amounts in section 3, these may be plausible
distractors for some of the requested information.
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5. Pension income amount
Eligible pension income includes pension payments received from a pension plan or fund as a life annuity, and foreign
pension payments. It does not include payments from the Canada Pension Plan or Quebec Pension Plan, Old Age Security,
guaranteed supplements, or lump-sum withdrawals from a pension fund.
If you receive an eligible pension income, you can claim your eligible pension income
or $1,000, whichever amount is less.

5.

Enter this amount on line 5 on page 1.

Pension Income Amount

As with the previous line, most people will simply ask themselves if
they have pension income, say no, and move on to the next item. People
who ‘match’ the pension income criteria are asked to read section 5 on
page 4.
Having made the match on ‘pension,’ those turning to section 5 must
approach it with a question such as: “How much of my pension income is
eligible as a tax credit if it comes from an employer’s pension plan?
Answering this question using the short text passage, is a prose processing task. The ‘how much’ indicates that the information requested is an
amount, rated at 2 on the type of information scale. The question also
requires the form-filler to integrate information about an ‘employer pension plan’ with the general descriptions offered in the text. He or she will
have to contrast life annuity with lump sum, and the implied categories
income from the government of Canada and income from other sources.
This is a prose processing task and is rated on the type of match in prose
processing rubric. It is an integration task (3); comparison made on features within the paragraph (+1); one phrase to search on (+0); one item
response (+0); given information requires low text-based inference (employer plan/pension/annuity) (+1); total rating (5). No obvious distractors.
The task of deciding whether to enter the amount from eligible pension
or $1,000. is a lot easier than deciding what is ‘eligible’ pension income.
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6. Age amount
If you will be 65 or older at the end of the year and your estimated
net income from all sources for the year will be:
l $49,134 or more, you cannot make a claim; enter 0 on
line 6 on page 1;
l $25,921 or less, enter $3,482 on line 6 on page 1; or
l more than $25,921, but less than $49,134, complete
the calculation.

6.

page 4

$3,482

Maximum age amount
Annual estimated net income
Minus: Base amount
Line 2 minus line 3

–
=

$25,921

Multiply the amount on line 4 by 15%.

–

5

Line 1 minus line 5. (If negative, enter 0.) Enter this amount
on line 6 on page 1.

=

6

Age Amount

According to the text on line 6 of the first page, there are two conditions to be met (age and income) in order to claim a tax credit for age.
The form-filler approaches this task with some ‘given’ information about
his or her income and age. The task is then to answer a question such as:
“If I am 66 years old and my net earnings are less than $20,000 a year,
can I claim an age amount?” There are two conditions to meet, so the
form-filler will have to cycle to pick up the phrases 65 or over and under
$25,921. He or she can then compare, or integrate, given information
about age and income with the conditions in the text. Because this is an
isolated bit of text intended to help the respondent navigate the form, we
will rate the ‘type of match’ on the document processing rubric. The
essential task is an integration (3); which compares (+0); two features
(+1); one item response (+0); given is a literal match (+0); no new frame
for requested (+0); total rating of 4. The type of information requested is
an action, rated at 2. Gross income is a distractor for the ‘given’ net income information.
Having met the conditions for the age amount, the form-filler goes to
section 6 on page 4 for further details about the age amount. He or she
must then decide what amount to actually claim as an age amount. We
should also point out here that all the seniors with net incomes over
$25,921 have already been directed to skip this item. In reality, those with
incomes between $25,921 and $49,134 should be doing the calculation
here. This is clearly an error in the instructions on page 1. (Part of the
reason we are working with an old form is that nobody will ‘lose face’ for
mistakes made in the last millennium.) In order to determine the actual
age amount, the form-filler will have to determine which of three categories he or she fits into, and if it is the final category, perform a rather
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involved calculation. The first task, that of determining the applicable
income category, is primarily a document processing task. The question
asked by the form-filler at this point is something like: “What age amount
do I enter on line 6 if I am 66 and I estimate I will have a net income of
$30,000 this year?” To answer the question the respondent locates the
income figure in the first bulleted point, ‘over $49,134’ and compares this
to the given figure, $30,000; then cycle to locate the income in the second
bulleted point, ‘$25,921, or less’ and makes another comparison, finally
making a match on the third point. This is an integration task (3); which
compares (+0); with 2 search features (+1); one item response (+0); literal
match on search feature (+0); requested information requires no inference
(+0); rating for type of match is 4. The type of information requested is an
amount, rated at 2. As there are several amounts mentioned, there are
some distractors for the requested information.
Some respondents will be directed to perform the calculation beside the
text passage. It comprises a subtraction, a multiplication by a percent, and
another subtraction which might result in a negative number.
The first subtraction is straightforward and involves entering a ‘given’
amount and subtracting a number already entered onto the form.
The second operation is more complex and asks the form-filler to multiply the results of the first operation by 15% and re-enter. The multiplication by a percent is not a common operation, and undoubtedly many
people would not be unable to carry it out without explicit instructions.
The actual calculation is a multiplication, rated at 4 on the ‘type of operation’ scale. On the ‘specificity of operation’ rating scale, the numbers are
not in a column ready for calculation (+1); they are adjacent (+0); labels
and amounts identified without a search (+0); the operation is based on a
known ratio (percent) (+3); numbers are identified in a previous task (+1);
total rating of 5. There are no obvious distractors.
The final operation, the subtraction of the results of the percentage
calculation from the maximum age amount is well-specified and poses no
significant difficulty. (Level 1)
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7. Tuition and education amounts (full-time)
Enter your tuition fees for courses you will take in the year, to attend a university, college, or an institution that the
Minister of Human Resources Development has certified.
Add $200 for each month in the year that you will be enrolled full-time in a qualifying educational program at a university,
college, or a school offering job retraining courses or correspondence courses.
Subtotal
Subtract any scholarships, fellowships, or bursaries you will receive in the year (do not report the first $500).

+
=
–
=

Enter the amount on line 7 on page 1. (If the amount is negative, enter 0.)

7.

Tuition and Education Amount (full-time)

Those with tuition fees will have to choose between this and the following line to enter tuition and education amounts. With only four letters
difference between the two headings, each is a significant distractor for
the other, making the match on the correct category less likely for some.
However, answering the question, “Do I get a tax credit for my tuition
and living expenses if I am a full-time student?” is still a straightforward
match between the search term and the wording on the form. (Level 1
document task) Ignore the qualifications about certified institution and
designated educational institution in this and the next section; the person
making a claim here would know that they were eligible for an official tax
receipt and would not have to decide about eligibility.
When the form-filler has located section 7 on page 4, he or she is presented with a series of entry and calculation tasks. Deciding whether a
calculation is one task or several can be simplified if you consider the
completion of one instruction to be a single task. The reason these calculations are organized line-by-line is to break larger operations into more
manageable chunks.
The first task is to enter your tuition fees. For those students who have
attended more than one school or course, this is an invitation to locate and
total (add) any tuition fees from certified sources. Type of operation:
addition (1). Specificity of operation: numbers not in column format (1);
numbers not adjacent (+1); labels and amounts identified without search
(+0); operation easily inferred (+2); numbers present (+0); no transformation (+0); total rating 4. There are probably some distractors for the requested information, tuition fees.
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The second task is to ‘add $200. for each month . . .’ In reality, the
operation requested here is a multiplication of $200. by the number of
months in school. Type of operation: multiplication (3). Specificity of
operation: numbers not in column format (1); numbers not adjacent (+1);
labels and amounts identified without search (+0); operation inferred
(+2); numbers present (+0); no transformation (+0); total rating 4. No
obvious distractors.
The third task is to subtract any scholarships . . . The instructions
indicate that what is needed here is to add all scholarships and then subtract the first $500 before entering the amount. This operation is not well
specified, and most of the procedure has to be developed by the formfiller. Type of operation (for a person with more than one scholarship
amount): combined (5). Specificity of operation: numbers not in column
format (1); numbers not adjacent (+1); labels and amounts identified
without a search (+0); operation easily inferred (+2); numbers present
(+0); no transformation (+0); total rating 4. There are probably distractors
for bursary amounts.
Lastly, the bursary amount is subtracted from the amount calculated in
the first two steps, with the result to be entered on page 1. Type of operation: subtraction (2). Specificity of operation: numbers in column format
(0); numbers adjacent (+0); labels and amounts identified without search
(+0); operation identified by math symbols (+0); numbers entered in
previous task (+1); no transformation (+0); total rating 1. No distractors.
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8. Tuition and education amounts (part-time)
Enter your tuition fees that are more than $100 in total for part-time courses you will take in the year at a designated
educational institution.
Add $60 for each month in the year that you will be enrolled in a course that will last at least 3 consecutive weeks and
involve a minimum of 12 hours of course time per month at a designated educational institution. You cannot claim both
+
the part-time and full-time education tax credit in the same month.
Enter this amount on line 8 on page 1. =

8.

Tuition and Education Amount (part-time)

People completing the form who are, or have been, in part-time educational programs are instructed to check section 8 on page 4. The question
asked by the form filler may be: “Where should I look for information if I
took a part-time course during the year and I want to claim a tax credit for
tuition?” He or she will have to make a match on two features, tuition and
part-time, in order to locate section 8 on page 1 and then find the instructions to turn to page 4. Type of information: location (2). Type of match
(document) locate (1); two feature match (+1); one item response (+0);
literal match on given (+0); no inference for answer frame (+0); total
rating 2. Distractor for given information (1).
Section 8 on page 4 comprises three calculate and enter tasks:
The first is to add part-time tuition fees and enter the amount if it is
larger than $100.00. Type of operation (for those with more than one
school or course): addition (1). Specificity of operation: numbers not in
column format (1); numbers not adjacent (+1); labels and amounts identified without search (+0); semantic relationship stated (total) (+1); numbers present (+0); no transformation (+0); total rating 3. No distractors
The second task is to multiply the number of qualified months by $60.
Type of operation: multiplication (3). Specificity of operation: numbers
not in column format (1); numbers not adjacent (+1); labels present and
amounts identified with a search (+1); semantic relationship stated (for
each) (+1); numbers present (+0); no transformation (+0); total rating 4. It
is possible that there will be some distractors for the requested ‘qualified
months.’ (2) (At the end of the year the number of qualified months will
be noted on the tax receipt; at the time the TD1 is completed, the number
is a matter of guesswork.)
Lastly, the tuition and living expense lines have to be added. Type of
operation: addition (1). Specificity of operation: numbers in column
format (0); numbers adjacent (+0); labels and amounts identified without
search (+0); operation identified by math symbols (+0); numbers identified in previous task (+1); no transformation (+0); total rating 1. No
distractors.
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9. Disability amount
Enter $4,233 if you are severely impaired, mentally or physically, and are claiming the disability amount by using
Form T2201, Disability Tax Credit Certificate. Such an impairment has to markedly restrict your daily living activities. The
impairment has to last, or be expected to last, for a continuous period of at least 12 months.
Enter this amount on line 9 on page 1.

9.

Disability Amount

Most people will not have to read beyond disability amount in order to
realize that they do not qualify. This is a simple ‘match’ on one feature, a
document literacy task at Level 1 or below. Those who do match on
disability are told they must use Form T2201 (another detailed, four page
form) and instructed to view section 9 on page 4.
Section 9 offers an expanded discussion of who qualifies for the disability amount. Most disabled people would have filed the T2201 with
their last tax return and would be aware of this tax credit. Those encountering the tax system for the first time, will have to see if they match the
criteria. They would ask questions such as: “Can I claim the disability
credit if I am permanently blind?” This is a more difficult task than scanning the section for the word ‘blind.’ Some inference is needed to equate
‘blind’ with an impairment that restricts activity on a continuing basis
throughout the tax year. The task is for the form-filler to match given
information about his or her condition to the criteria outlined in this
section. The type of information requested is an action (2). Type of match
(prose): locate (1); two feature match (+1); one item response (+0); match
on given requires inference (+1); no inference for answer frame (+0);
total rating 3. No obvious distractors.
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10. Caregiver amount
If you take care of your parent or grandparent age 65 or older, or an
infirm dependant age 18 or older, who lives with you in a home that
you maintain, and your dependant’s net income for the year will be:
l
l

$13,853 or more, you cannot make a claim; enter 0 on
line 10 on page 1; or
less than $13,853, complete the calculation.

You cannot claim this amount if you or anyone else is claiming an
infirm dependant amount for the dependant.
You have to complete a separate calculation for each qualified
dependant.

10.

–
=

2
3

for this dependent
Line 3 minus line 4. (If negative, enter 0.) Enter this

–

4

amount on line 10 on page 1.

=

5

Minus: Dependant’s net income
Line 1 minus line 2. If more than $2,353, enter $2,353.
Minus: equivalent-to-spouse amount claimed in section 3

If any other person also contributes to the support of the dependant, the
combined amount that you and that other person claim cannot be more than the
amount on line 5.

Caregiver Amount

To see if he or she can claim an amount on page 1, the form-filler has
to ask, “Can I claim a tax credit as a caregiver if I look after my old dad?”
He or she will have to match one of the two criteria given (parent who is
over 65; infirm dependent who is 18 and older). The type of information
requested is an attribute–can the form-filler describe him or herself as a
‘caregiver?’ (2) Type of match: locate (1); one search phrase (+0); one
item response (+0); match requires low-level inference (+1); no inference
for new information frame (+0) total rating (2). No distractors.
In section 10 on page 4, another two criteria are added to the two mentioned in the box on the first page, that of co-residence and income. We
find that the infirm dependent or aged parent has to live with you and
make less than $13,853. The complete directive, starting with If you take
care . . . and ending with complete the calculation is about sixty words
long and contains 7 subordinate clauses (counting those that have been
reduced to verbal phrases). Thus the task is to make a match on five
phrases–parent, over 65, lives with you, home you maintain, makes less
than $13,853, net.
Answering the same question as that posed on page 1: Type of information: attribute (2) Type of match: locate (1); four feature match (+3); one
item response (+0); match requires low-level inference (+1); no inference
for new information frame (+0) total rating 5. No distractors.
Those who must calculate a caregiver amount, have to complete two
relatively uninvolved subtraction operations. The first uses an amount
found on an external document (assumed to be given), the second has to
be searched for on the form itself.
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For the first subtraction, $13,853 minus the dependent’s net income:
Type of operation: subtraction (2). Specificity of operation: numbers in
column format (0); numbers adjacent (+0); labels and amounts identified
without search (+0); operation identified with symbol and words (+0);
numbers present (+0); no transformation (+0); total rating 0. Distractor
for requested information. (2)
For the second subtraction, subtract the equivalent-to-spouse from the
result of the previous task. Type of operation: subtraction (2). Specificity
of operation: numbers in column format (0); numbers adjacent (+0);
labels present and amounts identified with a search (+1); operation identified with symbol and words (+0); numbers identified in previous task
(+1); no transformation (+0); total rating 2. Distractor for requested
information. (2)
Taxpayers with an infirm dependent, will discover that the ‘equivalent
to spouse’ amount claimed earlier will reduce this ‘caregiver amount’ to
nothing.
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Amounts transferred from your spouse or dependants
You can transfer any of the following amounts that your spouse or dependants do not need to reduce their federal income tax to zero.

11. Age amount – If your spouse will be 65 or older this year, you can claim any unused balance of the age amount, to a maximum of
$3,482. Enter this amount on line 11 on page 1.

12. Pension income amount – If your spouse receives eligible pension income, you can claim any unused balance of the pension
income amount, to a maximum of $1,000. Enter this amount on line 12 on page 1.

13. Disability amount – If your spouse or dependant qualifies for the disability amount, you can claim the unused balance of their
disability amount, to a maximum of $4,233 for each person. Enter this amount on line 13 on page 1.

14. Tuition and education amounts (full or part-time) – If you are supporting a spouse, child, or grandchild attending a university,
college, or certified educational institution, you can claim the unused balance of their tuition and education amounts, to a maximum
of $5,000 for each person. Enter this amount on line 14 on page 1.

11. - 14. Amounts Transferred from your Spouse or Dependants

The final group of tax credit amounts are transferred from dependants
who don’t need them because they have more tax credits than income.
The cue to look at these items involves a match on the words ‘transferred’
and ‘spouse’ or ‘dependent.’ The form-filler asks something like: “Do I
have a dependent/spouse? Those not having dependants or a spouse
would skip this section and go straight to the final line where they are
instructed to add lines 1 to 14. (It is unfortunate that this final line is
indented as it makes the line appear to be part of the group above. As it is
functionally similar to the steps in lines 1 to 10, it should be formatted in
the same way.) Those who have a dependent or spouse will have to check
the notes to see if any tax credits can be transferred.
The only new information found in the notes on page 4 is the maximum
amounts that can be transferred in each category. We will assume that the
transfer amounts have already been calculated and are a ‘given’ as far as
this form-filler is concerned. To correctly enter the amounts, he or she
will have to compare each transferred amount to the maximum and enter
the smaller of the two amounts. For all four transfer categories, the type
of information requested is an amount (smaller) (2). The type of match is
an integration (3); based on a comparison (+0); matching one feature
(+0); one response (+0); literal match for given (+0); no inference needed
for new information (+0); total rating 3. Assume some distractors for the
transfer amounts (given information). (2)
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Total Personal Tax Credit Amount

Having entered all the amounts for which he or she is eligible, the
form-filler now has to total the amounts on lines 1 to 14. The operation is
signalled by the word ‘total’ and ‘add.’ Although we know that some
people will have problems if they have to add more than three or four
amounts, this added complexity is not reflected in the rating for this item.
The type of operation is an addition (1) Specificity of operation: numbers
in a column (+0); numbers are adjacent (+0); labels and amounts identified without a search (+0) operation is identified semantically (+0); numbers identified in a previous task (+1); units require no transformation
(+0); total rating 1. No distractors
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Claim codes
Total claim amount

Claim code

Total claim amount

Claim code

No claim amount

0

$13,458.01 – 15,039

6

Minimum

$7,131

1

$15,039.01 – 16,621

7

$7,131.01

– 8,712

2

$16,621.01 – 18,202

8

$8,712.01

– 10,294

3

$18,202.01 – 19,784

9

$10,294.01 – 11,877

4

$11,877.01 – 13,458

5

$19,784.01 – 21,368
10
$21,368.01 and over
(Manual calculation required by employer) X

No tax withholding required

E

Claim Code (Encode Claim Amount)

The total claim amount now has to be encoded by fitting it into one of
the intervals in the two column claim code chart on page 2. The question
asked here will be something like, “If I have a claim amount of $10,500,
what code letter do I enter in box A. This is an integration task (document
rubric) (3); in which numbers are compared (+0); match on one feature
(+0); one item response (+0); literal match for given (+0) new information
frame requires no inference (+0); total rating 3. The type of information
requested is a code (a thing) (1). Distractors for the requested code letters
(2).
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Deduction for living in a prescribed zone (e.g., Yukon, Nunavut, or Northwest Territories)
If you live in Yukon, Nunavut, the Northwest Territories, or another prescribed zone for more than six months
in a row, beginning or ending this year, you can claim:
l
l

$7.50 for each day that you live in the prescribed zone; or
$15 for each day that you live in the prescribed zone, if during that time you live in a dwelling that you maintain, and you are the
only person living in that dwelling who is claiming this deduction.

$

For more information, get Form T2222, Northern Residents Deductions, and the publication called Northern Residents
Deductions – Places in Prescribed Zones from Internet at www.ccra-adrc.gc.ca, or by calling 1-800-959-2221.

Deduction for Living in a Prescribed Zone

As with the other claim categories on page 1, this one has to be scanned
to see if the criteria for a claim match personal circumstances. Presumably those living in a ‘prescribed zone’ would know it and would be
looking for this section. The rest of Canadians would have to infer what a
prescribed zone was using the three territories as examples–they would
probably characterize a prescribed zone as cold, remote, and north of
sixty. (Actually a great swath of Canada, including the northern half of
most provinces and Labrador is designated as ‘prescribed.’) Those in
doubt are directed to the extensive alphabetical list of place names in the
publication Places in Prescribed Zones.
The actual task of calculating and entering an amount is a quantitative
task. The amounts used in the calculation have to be located in the text,
based on a match of at least four features (live in the prescribed zone,
more than six months, in a row, in a dwelling you maintain). The question
asked at this point is “If I intend to live alone in a one-room cabin in
Nunavut for the first seven months of the year, what is my deduction for
living in a prescribed zone?”
The operation, multiplication, has to be inferred from the term ‘for each
day.’ The task is made more difficult because the ‘months’ needed to
qualify for a claim, now have to be converted to ‘days’ for the calculation.
We will treat the number of days as the result of a previous task rather
than just being ‘given.’
Type of operation: multiplication (3). Specificity of operation: numbers not in row and column (1); numbers are not adjacent (+1); labels
present, numbers identified without a search (+0); operation is easily
inferred (+1); numbers identified in a previous task (+1); units require no
transformation (+0); total rating 4. No distractors.
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Type

Level

Quant.

2

ToO

SoO

PoD

3

4

1

Additional information for employers who use computer payroll programs. (Optional)
If you reside in one of the provinces indicated below and your employer uses a computer payroll program, the following information will be
used to calculate your provincial tax and surtax reduction. If you do not reside in one of these provinces, you do not need to fill in this box.
If you reside in Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, or British Columbia, enter the number of dependants you have under 18 years old
at the end of the year.
Notes
l
l

For Ontario, Manitoba, and Saskatchewan residents, only the spouse with the higher net income can claim for a dependant.
For Ontario, Manitoba, or British Columbia residents, do not include a child claimed for the equivalent-to-spouse amount on line 3 on page 1.

Additional Information for Employers

The heading is likely to cause a lot of employees to skip this item,
directed as it is, to employers. The actual instructions to the form-filler
are to check for a match on Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, or British
Columbia and enter the number of dependants he or she has. This is a
Level 1 task.
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Improving this Form

We should first note that this is a form that was discontinued at the end
of the 2000 tax year. It has been replaced with another version of the
form. The main change on the 2001 form is the inclusion of more information about each claim category on the first page and a separate worksheet for those that need to do the detailed calculations.
As a form-filler, I would like to have this form start with the information that I bring to the form-filling task, rather than starting with the
categories that are used by the Canada Customs and Revenue Agency. I
would like the form to start with some simple questions about my situation, and depending on my responses, guide me to relevant sections of the
form. As it is now, the person completing the form is forced to examine
each item on the form to see if he or she matches the criteria for a claim.
He or she has to make too many decisions based on multiple features or
criteria. It would be better to give simpler, more sequential directions
rather than directions with several layers of conditions which have to be
matched. Once it is determined that the form-filler has dependants, further
questions can be employed to sort out those who are over 18, and those
who have incomes. If he or she doesn’t have dependants, the form-filler
could be directed to skip the whole section and move on to another.
There also seems to be no coherent sequence to the form. The instructions appear on page two rather than at the front of the form–undoubtedly
a compromise made in order to keep items 1-14 together. Although flipping back and forth to locate instructions and further information is not
complex, it does add ‘busywork’ to the task. The section for claiming a
northern deduction is tacked on after the instructions as though it was an
afterthought.
The form-filler is offered no guidance as to the intent or application of
each section. If the lines are completed in strict numerical order, some
people with an infirm dependant will claim an ‘equivalent to spouse’
amount, only to have that amount subtracted if they also claim an amount
for an ‘infirm dependant’ or a ‘caregiver amount.’ Those claiming an
‘infirm dependant’ amount are later excluded from claiming the larger
‘caregiver amount.’ Make the wrong choice and too much tax is deducted.
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Canada Customs
and Revenue Agency

Agence des douanes
et du revenu du Canada

PERSONAL TAX CREDITS RETURN
See the instructions on page 2 for completing this return.
Last name (capital letters)

Employee number

Usual first name and initials

Address

For non-residents only –
country of permanent residence

Social insurance number
Date of birth

Postal code

Year

Basic personal amount – Everyone can claim $7,131 as the basic personal amount. If you choose not to claim this amount
or if you are a non-resident, see section 1 on page 3.

Month

$

Day

1

Spousal amount – You may be able to claim an amount for supporting your spouse if you are married or have a common-law
spouse. See section 2 on page 3.

2

Equivalent-to-spouse amount – You may be able to claim an equivalent-to-spouse amount if you are single, divorced,
separated, or widowed. See section 3 on page 3.

3

Amount for infirm dependants age 18 or older – You may be able to claim an amount for infirm dependants age 18 or older
if they are related to you. See section 4 on page 3.

4

Pension income amount – You can claim your eligible pension income or $1,000, whichever amount is less.
See section 5 on page 4.

5

Age amount – You can claim an amount if you will be 65 or older at the end of the year and your estimated net income from all
sources for the year will be $25,921 or less. See section 6 on page 4.

6

Tuition and education amounts (full-time) – You can claim your tuition fees and $200 for each month you are enrolled as a
full-time student. See section 7 on page 4.

7

Tuition and education amounts (part-time) – You can claim your tuition fees and $60 for each month you are studying in a
part-time course that qualifies for the education deduction. See section 8 on page 4.

8

Disability amount – You can claim $4,233 if you are claiming the disability amount by using Form T2201, Disability Tax Credit
Certificate. See section 9 on page 4.

9

Caregiver amount – You may be able to claim an amount if you take care of your parent or grandparent age 65 or older or an
infirm dependant age 18 or older who lives with you. See section 10 on page 4.

10

Amounts transferred from your spouse or dependants – You can transfer any of the following amounts that your spouse or
dependants do not need to reduce their federal income tax to zero.
Age amount – See item 11 on page 4.

11

Pension income amount – See item 12 on page 4.

12

Disability amount – See item 13 on page 4.

13

Tuition and education amounts – See item 14 on page 4.

14

$

Total personal tax credit amounts. Add lines 1 to 14.
See the claim codes on page 2 to determine which claim code applies to you. Enter this code in box A .
If the total of all your personal tax credit amounts is more than your total employment income from all sources
for the year, your claim code is "E".

Additional tax to be deducted – If you receive other income, you may want to have more tax deducted from
each pay. By doing this, you may not have to pay as much tax when you file your income tax return. To choose
this option, state the amount of additional tax you want to have deducted from each pay. To change this
deduction later, you have to complete a new personal tax credits return.

A

$

I certify that the information given in this return is, to the best of my knowledge, correct and complete.
Signature
TD1 E (00)

Date
(Ce formulaire existe en français.)

0500
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Instructions for completing your personal tax credits return

page 2

Complete this return if you have a new employer or payer, and you will receive one or more of the following types of income:
l salary, wages, commissions, pensions, or any other remuneration; or
l Employment Insurance benefits.
You do not have to file a new return every year unless your marital status changes or you expect a change in your personal credits for that year. Complete
a new return no later than seven days after the change.
If you make regular spousal support payments, or if you regularly contribute to a registered retirement savings plan (RRSP) during the year, you can reduce
the amount of tax to be withheld from your income. To make this request, you have to write to any tax services office for a letter of authority. You do not
need a letter of authority if your employer deducts RRSP contributions from your salary.
If you receive non-employment income, such as a pension or Old Age Security, and you want to have extra tax deducted at source, you can complete
Form TD3, Request for Income Tax Deduction on Non-Employment Income, or complete the "Additional tax to be deducted" section on page 1.
If you need help, ask your employer or payer, or call your tax services office. You can find the telephone number in the Government of Canada section of
your telephone book.
After you complete this return, give pages 1 and 2 to your employer. Keep the confidential calculations on pages 3 and 4 for your records.
It is an offence to file a false return.

Deduction for living in a prescribed zone (e.g., Yukon, Nunavut, or Northwest Territories)
If you live in Yukon, Nunavut, the Northwest Territories, or another prescribed zone for more than six months
in a row, beginning or ending this year, you can claim:
l
l

$7.50 for each day that you live in the prescribed zone; or
$15 for each day that you live in the prescribed zone, if during that time you live in a dwelling that you maintain, and you are the
only person living in that dwelling who is claiming this deduction.

$

For more information, get Form T2222, Northern Residents Deductions, and the publication called Northern Residents
Deductions – Places in Prescribed Zones from Internet at www.ccra-adrc.gc.ca, or by calling 1-800-959-2221.

Additional information for employers who use computer payroll programs. (Optional)
If you reside in one of the provinces indicated below and your employer uses a computer payroll program, the following information will be
used to calculate your provincial tax and surtax reduction. If you do not reside in one of these provinces, you do not need to fill in this box.
If you reside in Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, or British Columbia, enter the number of dependants you have under 18 years old
at the end of the year.
Notes
l
l

For Ontario, Manitoba, and Saskatchewan residents, only the spouse with the higher net income can claim for a dependant.
For Ontario, Manitoba, or British Columbia residents, do not include a child claimed for the equivalent-to-spouse amount on line 3 on page 1.

Claim codes
Total claim amount

Claim code

Claim code

No claim amount

0

$13,458.01 – 15,039

6

Minimum

$7,131

1

$15,039.01 – 16,621

7

$7,131.01

– 8,712

2

$16,621.01 – 18,202

8

$8,712.01

– 10,294

3

$18,202.01 – 19,784

9

$10,294.01 – 11,877

4

$11,877.01 – 13,458

5

$19,784.01 – 21,368
10
$21,368.01 and over
(Manual calculation required by employer) X

No tax withholding required

Printed in Canada
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Total claim amount
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page 3

1. Basic personal amount

If you are a non-resident, and you are including 90% or more of your
annual world income when determining your taxable income in Canada,
you can claim certain personal amounts. If you are including less than
90% of your annual world income, enter 0 in box A on page 1. If you
are not sure about your non-resident status, or need more information,
call any tax services office or the International Tax Services Office.

Everyone can claim $7,131 as the basic personal amount.
l If you choose to claim this amount, enter $7,131 on line 1 on page 1.
l If you choose not to claim this amount (e.g., when you have more
than one employer or payer and you have already claimed the basic
personal amount), enter 0 in box A on page 1. Do not complete
sections 2 to14.
If you want additional tax to be deducted, complete the appropriate section
on page 1.

2. Spousal amount
You may be able to claim an amount for supporting your spouse
if you are married or have a common-law spouse.

If you marry during the year, your spouse’s net income for the year
includes the income earned before and during the marriage.

Generally, a common-law spouse is a person of the opposite sex
with whom you live in a common-law relationship for any
continuous period of at least 12 months, including any period of
separation (due to a breakdown in the relationship) of less than
90 days. It can also be a person of the opposite sex with whom
you live in a common-law relationship and who is the natural or
adoptive parent of your child. If you are not sure about your
marital status, or need more information, call any tax services
office.

If your spouse’s net income for the year will be:
l $6,661 or more, you cannot make a claim; enter 0 on line 2 on page 1;
l $606 or less, enter $6,055 on line 2 on page 1; or
l more than $606 but less than $6,661, complete the following calculation:

$6,661

Base amount
Minus: Spouse’s net income
Enter this amount on line 2 on page 1.

–
=

3. Equivalent-to-spouse amount
You may be able to claim an equivalent-to-spouse amount if you
are single, divorced, separated, or widowed, and you support a
dependant who is:
l under 18, your parent or grandparent, or mentally or
physically infirm;
l related to you by blood, marriage, or adoption; and
l living with you, in Canada, in a home that you maintain (a
dependant may live away from home while attending school).
If your equivalent-to-spouse claim is for an infirm dependant age
18 or older, you may be able to claim an amount in section 4.
Otherwise, any person you claim here cannot be claimed again in
section 4.

If your dependant’s net income for the year will be:
l $6,661 or more, you cannot make a claim; enter 0 on line 3 on page 1;
l $606 or less, enter $6,055 on line 3 on page 1; or
l more than $606 but less than $6,661, complete the following calculation:

$6,661

Base amount
Minus: Dependant’s net income
Enter this amount on line 3 on page 1.

–
=

4. Amount for infirm dependants age 18 or older
You may be able to claim an amount for each infirm dependant
age 18 or older who has a physical or mental infirmity and who is
your or your spouse’s:
l

child or grandchild; or

l

parent, grandparent, brother, sister, aunt, uncle, niece, or
nephew, who resides in Canada.

If your dependant’s net income for the year will be:
$7,131 or more, you cannot make a claim; enter 0 on line 4 on page 1; or
l less than $7,131, complete the following calculation:
l

$7,131

Base amount
Minus: Dependant’s net income

–

If more than $2,353, enter $2,353.
You have to complete a separate calculation for each infirm
dependant you have.

Minus: Equivalent-to-spouse amount claimed for this
dependant in section 3
Enter this amount on line 4 on page 1.

–
=

5. Pension income amount
Eligible pension income includes pension payments received from a pension plan or fund as a life annuity, and foreign
pension payments. It does not include payments from the Canada Pension Plan or Quebec Pension Plan, Old Age Security,
guaranteed supplements, or lump-sum withdrawals from a pension fund.
If you receive an eligible pension income, you can claim your eligible pension income
or $1,000, whichever amount is less.

Enter this amount on line 5 on page 1.
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page 4

6. Age amount

$3,482

Maximum age amount

If you will be 65 or older at the end of the year and your estimated
net income from all sources for the year will be:
l $49,134 or more, you cannot make a claim; enter 0 on
line 6 on page 1;
l $25,921 or less, enter $3,482 on line 6 on page 1; or
l more than $25,921, but less than $49,134, complete
the calculation.

Annual estimated net income
Minus: Base amount

–
=

Line 2 minus line 3

$25,921

1

2
3
4

Multiply the amount on line 4 by 15%.

–

5

Line 1 minus line 5. (If negative, enter 0.) Enter this amount
on line 6 on page 1.

=

6

7. Tuition and education amounts (full-time)
Enter your tuition fees for courses you will take in the year, to attend a university, college, or an institution that the
Minister of Human Resources Development has certified.
Add $200 for each month in the year that you will be enrolled full-time in a qualifying educational program at a university,
college, or a school offering job retraining courses or correspondence courses.
Subtotal
Subtract any scholarships, fellowships, or bursaries you will receive in the year (do not report the first $500).
Enter the amount on line 7 on page 1. (If the amount is negative, enter 0.)

+
=
–
=

8. Tuition and education amounts (part-time)
Enter your tuition fees that are more than $100 in total for part-time courses you will take in the year at a designated
educational institution.
Add $60 for each month in the year that you will be enrolled in a course that will last at least 3 consecutive weeks and
involve a minimum of 12 hours of course time per month at a designated educational institution. You cannot claim both
+
the part-time and full-time education tax credit in the same month.
Enter this amount on line 8 on page 1. =

9. Disability amount
Enter $4,233 if you are severely impaired, mentally or physically, and are claiming the disability amount by using
Form T2201, Disability Tax Credit Certificate. Such an impairment has to markedly restrict your daily living activities. The
impairment has to last, or be expected to last, for a continuous period of at least 12 months.
Enter this amount on line 9 on page 1.

10. Caregiver amount
If you take care of your parent or grandparent age 65 or older, or an
infirm dependant age 18 or older, who lives with you in a home that
you maintain, and your dependant’s net income for the year will be:
l
l

$13,853 or more, you cannot make a claim; enter 0 on
line 10 on page 1; or
less than $13,853, complete the calculation.

You cannot claim this amount if you or anyone else is claiming an
infirm dependant amount for the dependant.
You have to complete a separate calculation for each qualified
dependant.

$13,853

Base amount

2
3

for this dependent
Line 3 minus line 4. (If negative, enter 0.) Enter this

–

4

amount on line 10 on page 1.

=

5

Minus: equivalent-to-spouse amount claimed in section 3

If any other person also contributes to the support of the dependant, the
combined amount that you and that other person claim cannot be more than the
amount on line 5.

Amounts transferred from your spouse or dependants
You can transfer any of the following amounts that your spouse or dependants do not need to reduce their federal income tax to zero.

11. Age amount – If your spouse will be 65 or older this year, you can claim any unused balance of the age amount, to a maximum of
$3,482. Enter this amount on line 11 on page 1.

12. Pension income amount – If your spouse receives eligible pension income, you can claim any unused balance of the pension
income amount, to a maximum of $1,000. Enter this amount on line 12 on page 1.

13. Disability amount – If your spouse or dependant qualifies for the disability amount, you can claim the unused balance of their
disability amount, to a maximum of $4,233 for each person. Enter this amount on line 13 on page 1.

14. Tuition and education amounts (full or part-time) – If you are supporting a spouse, child, or grandchild attending a university,
college, or certified educational institution, you can claim the unused balance of their tuition and education amounts, to a maximum
of $5,000 for each person. Enter this amount on line 14 on page 1.
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1

–
=

Minus: Dependant’s net income
Line 1 minus line 2. If more than $2,353, enter $2,353.

Exercise 1
Look at the following set of calculations from a CPP pension workbook.

On a separate sheet of paper:
1. Identify the type of task required in each of the five steps.
2. Rate the K/M factors for each of the five steps.
3. Estimate the complexity levels of the five steps.
4. Which rates highest for specificity of operation ?
5. Which is the easiest of the five steps?
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Exercise 1 - Answers
Questions 1., 2., and 3:
Step 1- Type of task
Type of information
Type of match
Plausibility of distractors

Document use - Level 1
amount (2)
locate, match single phrase (1)
assume other amounts for requested (2)

Type

Step 2 - Type of task
Type of operation
Specificity of operation
Plausibility of distractors

Quantitative - Level 2
requested months; multiply (years x 12) (3)
inferred operation, not set up for calculation (3)
none (1)

Type

Step 3 - Type of task
Type of operation
Specificity of operation

Quantitative - Level 2
multiply (3)
not in row/column; operation based on ratio (%);
number entered from previous task, (5)
probably several for the requested information,
depending where the decimal point is placed (2)

Plausibility of distractors

Step 4 - Type of task
Type of operation
Specificity of operation
Plausibility of distractors
Step 5 - Type of task
Type of operation
Specificity of operation
Plausibility of distractors

Quantitative - Level 2
multiply (3)
numbers in column, but not adjacent; numbers
entered from previous task (2)
none (1)
Quantitative - Level 1
subtract (2)
numbers not adjacent, numbers entered
from previous task (2)
none (1)

4.

The highest score for ‘specificity’ is the third step. Many people will
have problems multiplying by .05 %, an operation that is based on
knowledge of how to interpret percentage as a ratio

5.

The easiest step is the first - locate and enter pension amount from
previous page.
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Level

Document

1

ToI

ToM

PoD

2

1

2
Level

Quant.

2

ToO

SoO

PoD

3

3

1

Type

Level

Quant.

3

ToO

SoO

PoD

3

5

2

Type

Level

Quant.

2

ToO

SoO

PoD

3

2

1

Type

Level

Quant.

1

ToO

SoO

PoD

2

2

1

Exercise 2
Look at the section from a pension workbook and the accompanying table:

On a separate sheet of paper:
1.

Identify the two task types required in this section.

2.

What two pieces of ‘given’ information are needed to use Table 2?

3.

Propose a question that might be asked by someone using the table.

4.

Rate the K/M properties of the two tasks.
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Exercise 2 - Answers
1.

The first task, finding the total value of a pension plan at age 65, is
a document use task. The second, calculating monthly pension is a
quantitative task.

2.

To use the table, the respondent must know the annual amounts
contributed to the pension plan (both individual and employer
shares). The respondent must also know how many years the contributions into the plan will be made.

3.

A typical question might be: If I and my employer have each contributed $3,000 to my pension plan since I was 35, and we continue to do so until I am age 65, what will my total return be on the
plan at that time?

4.

Task 1 - Find total pension plan return at age 65
Type of Task

Document Use - Level 2 (Because this is on
the borderline of 1 and 2, and the task requires
information from off the document

(see ‘dependency’ on p. 37), call this level 2.
Type of Information amount (2)
Type of match
locate (1); two feature match (+1); literal match
for given (+0): total (2)
Distractors
Possibly some for given information,
contributing years and amounts (2)

Type

Level

Document

2

ToI

ToM

PoD

2

2

2

Task 2 - Calculate monthly pension
Type

Type of task
Type of operation
Specificity of operation

Distractors

86

Quantitative - Level 3
mixed (two divisions) (5)
numbers in row (0); numbers adjacent (0);
labels present and amounts identified with
a search (1); operation identified with
symbols (0); numbers entered from previous
task (1); units require no conversion (0);
total (2) Note that one number in this
calculation is from the previous task (total
value of pension plan) while another is
given in the text (years you expect to live
after 65)
distractors for given years expected to live
(2)
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Level

Quant.

3

ToO

SoO

PoD

5

2

2

Exercise 3
Look at the section of the 2001 census form shown at the bottom of the page.

1.

Rate the complexity factors for the tasks involved in completing sections 24 and 25
of the census questionnaire. Use the case of a citizen who lived in a different city five
years ago and a different address in the same city one year ago.

2.

If the bolded words are intended to make matching search terms easier, what other
two words should be bolded to assist the form-filler in the case suggested above?

Questions 24 to 51 for each
23 Answer
person aged 15 and over.

Continue only
for each person
aged 15 and over.

MOBILITY
Where did this person live 1 year ago, that is,
24 on
May 15, 2000?

19 ih Lived at the same

address as now

19 ih Lived at a different

Mark “ inh” one circle only.

address in the same city,
town, village, township,
municipality or Indian
reserve

Note:
For those who mark circle 03:
Please give the name of the city or town rather than
the metropolitan area of which it is a part.
For example:
• Saanich rather than Victoria (metropolitan area);
• St. Albert rather than Edmonton (metropolitan area);
• Laval rather than Montréal (metropolitan area).

NLY
O
N
TIO
A
RM
O
F
IN
R
O
F

19 ih Lived in a different city,

town, village, township,
municipality or Indian
reserve in Canada
Specify name of:

City, town, village, township,
municipality or Indian reserve
19

➤

Province / territory
19

➤

Postal code
19

➤

19 ih Lived outside Canada

Specify name of country
19

➤
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Exercise 3 - Answers
1.

The requested information is a location (2). The respondent has to
compare the location with one of four situations in order to correctly report the location. This task requires a match on the date:
‘1 year ago’ and one or two phrases: same address; different address/same city; different city; different country.
On the type of match for document processing, this is a cycle task
(2); two phrases to search on (1); one item response (0); literal
match (0); no inference for requested information (0); total (3)
Plausible distractors for the given information (same/different) in a
different ‘node than the correct response. (2)
Those people checking items three and four have to enter an address or a country in response to entry labels. This is a literal match
on the label, a level 1 task. The instructions to the left of the item
indicate that for many people, the metropolitan area is a plausible
distractor for the more restricted area of ‘town’ or ‘municipality.’

2.

88

If the task is to make a match on ‘different/same city’ and ‘different/same address, then the full phrase should be bolded. As it is
now, the modifiers different and same are emphasized and not the
‘content’ words city and address.
The bolding in the text should emphasize the words that the formfiller will need to match in order to make the right choice. Notice
that the complete phrases inside Canada and outside Canada have
been emphasized, not just the words in and outside.
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Type

Level

Document

2

ToI

ToM

PoD

2

3

2

Exercise 4
1.

Identify and rate the complexity of the tasks required to complete Part C of the Child
Care Expense Claim Form (T778). This section of the form is used when the person
claiming child care expenses has a higher net income that the other supporting person.
Usually the person with the lower net income would claim this amount.
Assume the following given information for the form-filler:
She has the higher net income for 2000.
Her common law partner served a 90 day prison term in 2000.
Neither she nor her partner went to school in 2000.
1 eligible child - line 1 and 2 in Part B.
1 eligible child - line 3 in Part B.

2.

Identify one other institution that is ‘similar’ to a prison. See checklist item e).

Part C – Are you the supporting person with the higher net income?
Complete Part C if, in 2000, the other supporting person (with the lower net income) was in a situation described below.
Indicate the name, social insurance number, and the net income of the other supporting person and check the boxes that apply.
Name of supporting person with the lower net income

Social insurance number

Net income

q

a)

The other supporting person attended school and was enrolled in a part-time educational program as defined in the section
called "Did you or the other supporting person attend school in 2000?" on the attached information sheet.

q

b)

The other supporting person attended school and was enrolled in a full-time educational program as defined in the section
called "Did you or the other supporting person attend school in 2000?" on the attached information sheet.

q

c)

q

d)

q

e)

The other supporting person was incapable of caring for children because of a mental or physical infirmity. That person must
have been confined for a period of at least two weeks in 2000 to a bed or wheelchair, or as a patient in a hospital, an asylum,
or other similar institution. Attach a statement from the attending physician certifying this information.
The other supporting person was incapable of caring for children in 2000 because of a mental or physical infirmity. This
situation is likely to continue for an indefinite period. Attach a statement from the attending physician certifying this information.
The other supporting person was confined to a prison or similar institution for a period of at least two weeks in 2000.

q

f)

You and your spouse were, due to a breakdown in your relationship, living separate and apart at the end of 2000 and for a
period of at least 90 days beginning in 2000, but you reconciled before March 2, 2001.

Number of eligible children from line 1 and line 2 (in Part B) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
x $175 =
Number of eligible children from line 3 (in Part B) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
+
x $100 =
Add line 10 and line 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
=
Multiply the amount on line 12 by the number of full months in 2000 that the situation in a) existed
(other than a month that includes a week that any of the situations in b) to f) existed) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Multiply the amount on line 12 by the number of full weeks in 2000 that any of the situations in b) to f) existed
+
Add line 13 and line 14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6798 =

10
11
12
13
14
15

Enter the amount from line 7 (in Part B) or line 15, whichever is less.
If you attended school in 2000, go to Part D.
Otherwise, enter this amount on line 214 of your return . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Your allowable deduction
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Exercise 4 Answers
1.

Identify and rate the complexity of completing Part C.
The first task is to match personal circumstance with any of the
‘situations’ in the checklist, a document use task. The person filling
the form would approach the list with a question such as: “Can I
claim child care expenses if my partner spent 90 days in jail?” or
“Can I claim child care expenses if my partner was in hospital for
2 months?” We can assume inference will be needed for some
questions as for example, inferring that a residential addiction
treatment centre is similar to a hospital or asylum. Many questions,
such as the ones above will involve matching two features such as
‘jail’ and ‘90 days.’ More than one category can be checked, so all
have to be considered.
Type of information: situation or condition (attribute) (2) Type of
match: cycle (2); independent cycles (0); two feature match (1);
perhaps more than one response, not specified (1); inference for
given (1); total (5). Distractors: perhaps for given (2)
Line 10 and 11 - Enter number or children from another part of the
form and multiply by $175 or $100.
Type of operation: multiplication (3). Specificity of operation:
numbers in row and adjacent (0); labels and amounts identified
without a search (0); operation identified with a symbol (0); numbers entered from previous task (1) no transformation (0); total (1).
Distractors: none (1).
Line 12 - Add amounts from previous entries
Type of operation: addition (1) Specificity of operation: numbers
in column and adjacent (0); labels and amounts identified without
a search (0); operation identified with a symbol (0); numbers entered from previous task (1) no transformation (0); total (1). Distractors: none (1).
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Type

Level

Document

3

ToI

ToM

PoD

2

5

2

Type

Level

Quant.

1

ToO

SoO

PoD

3

1

1

Type

Level

Quant.

1

ToO

SoO

PoD

1

1

1

Line 13 and 14 - Multiply amount by number of weeks/months.
(Two very similar tasks)
Type of operation: multiplication (3). Specificity of operation;
numbers not in row or column (1); numbers not adjacent (1); labels
and amounts identified without search (0); Operation identified
with word ‘multiply (0); numbers are present (0); units require
transformation (days, weeks, months) (1); total (3). Plausibility of
distractors: despite the bolding, it is easy to confuse the given
information about days, weeks or months, especially when the
qualification that months in the first case can not include weeks
included in the other case. (2)

Type

Level

Quant.

2

ToO

SoO

PoD

3

3

2

Line 15 - Add amounts from previous entries (same as Line 12)
Line 16 - Compare amounts and enter the lowest amount.
This is a document use task involving a simple rank order integration or two numbers, one given and one from another section of the
form.
Type of information: amount (2). Type of match: integrate (3);
compare (0); 1 feature (0); 1 item response (0); literal for given (0);
no inference for new information frame (0); total (3). Distractors:
probably some for given ‘weeks/months (2).

2.

Type

Level

Document

2

ToI

ToM

PoD

2

3

2

What is similar to a prison? One can infer from the text that we are
looking for a place where people are ‘confined’ and that it has to be
an ‘institution.’ Synonymous matches for prison spring to mind:
stockade, reformatory, jail, remand centre. No other institution
seems to fit the description and one wonders what the form designer was thinking about when he or she added the phrase ‘or
similar institution.’
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Exercise 5
Look at the instructions on the following page.

1.

What is the primary question this document intends to answer?
(Think about the information in the document as ‘requested’ information.)

2.

Identify the three lists from which this document is formed.

3.

Rate the complexity of using this document to answer the question posed in item 1.

4.

What could be done to this document to reduce the rating for ‘type of match’ when
answering the question posed in item 1.
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Exercise 5 - Answers
1.

The question that the document intends to answer is something like:
What do I have to do to get a POL license? or What steps do I need to
follow to get a PAL licence? The document title could be changed to
make this more obvious. For example, it could be titled “Steps to Follow
to Obtain a Licence,” or “What to do to Obtain a Licence.”

2.

The two-column flowchart comprises two lists of steps or actions needed
to get a POL and a PAL licence. The third list, tacked on to the bottom, is
a list of ‘facts’ of which applicants should know. They are evidently the
result of ‘frequently asked questions,’ and could probably be presented in
that format.

3.

The type of information requested is a series of actions (2) For
type of match, document processing: It is a cycle task (2); independent cycles (+0); matching 2 features (‘to obtain a licence,’
and ‘PAL or POL’) (+1); 3 item response (+1); number of items
unspecified (+1); synonymous match (+0); no inference needed
for requested information (+0); total (5). Plausibility of distractors: With the word ‘possession’ appearing in the heading for both
lists, there is a distractor for the given information (2).

4.
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Type

3

ToI

ToM

PoD

2

5

2

To improve the rating for ‘type of match’ when using this document, one
could number the steps. That would signal the number of items in the
list and lower the rating because the ‘number of responses’ would then
be specified. Although the information designer has ‘boxed’ the different
steps to separate them, the organization of the two lists does not immediately give a cue as to the number of steps, he or she must find.
One also has to question the utility of presenting this information in
a flowchart format. Statscan characterizes the ability of people with
Level 2 skills as those who can “deal with material that is simple, clearly
laid out, and in which the tasks are not too complex.” The flowchart is
not a ‘simple’ information display, nor is it all that common outside
office settings. A simple numbered list, or a ‘checklist’ for each type of
licence application would probably be clearer.
Also, this particular flowchart is not particularly well-formed or
‘clearly laid out.’ The first steps in each column are identical, but not
treated in the same way as the last two steps where the two columns are
joined. Consistency is the hallmark of good design. (Lose the graphics
too; they add no information and increase to the clutter.)
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Level

Document

Exercise 6
Look at the first section of a fire report form reproduced below.

1.

Analyze the tasks required to complete the items shown.

2.

Identify two items where the form-filler will need more information if he or she is to
complete them correctly.

Développement des
ressources humaines Canada

Human Resources
Development Canada
-

Protected when completed - B

All fires to be reported in accordance with Chapter 2-5, of the TB Manual "Materiel, Risk and Common Services".
All casualties to be reported on "Fire Casualty Report" LAB1020E.
Check one box only per category.
Original and 1 copy to be sent to HRDC Regional or District Offices.

OFFICE USE ONLY

FIRE REPORT

Department

Address of fire - Street, Number, City and Province

Time of fire

Year

Day of week
a.m.

Hour
Buildings/Vehicles
Federal
Government
Loss
$
No. of Deaths
(Also complete fire
casualty report)

Month

Day

p.m.
Contents

Other

$

$

Firefighters

Men

Children

Unknown

Total

Loss other than Federal
Government

Loss covered by insurance

$

$

$

Women

No. of injuries
(Also complete fire
casualty report)

Firefighters

Men

Children

Unknown

Property - Indicate the principal use or occupancy of the building, structure or other facility, e.g. office, dwellings, residential school, day school, hospital, clinic, prison,
theatre, church, club, restaurant, laundry, mercantile store, bridge, pier, shed, barn, garage, utility, vehicle (type), heating plant,
laboratory, storage (type).

Year of Construction
Property Type

1 (Specify Year)

9 Unclassified

Property Management

Women

OFFICE USE
ONLY

0 Unknown
General Construction

1 Building - single occupancy

1 Government owned and occupied

1 Open wood joist

2 Building - multiple occupancy

2 Government owned and leased to others

2 Wood joist with plaster

3 Vehicle

3 Privately owned and leased to government

3 Heavy timber construction

4 Open structure, bridge

4 Under care, custody, control of others

4 Non-combustible exposed steel

5 Tent, air supported structure

5 Under construction or demolition

5 Protected steel or concrete

6 Outdoor area

6 Privately owned and occupied

8 Not applicable

7 Underground structure

9 Unclassified

9 Unclassified

8 Pier, wharf

0 Unknown

0 Unknown

9 Unclassified
0 Unknown
G

d Fl

A
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Exercise 6 - Answers
1.

The first few items are simple locate items where the form filler
locates the label and enters information that matches the label. All
are at level 1.
Department; Time of fire, AM/PM, Day of week, date;
Federal gov. loss - buildings, contents, other
The ‘total’ label in the middle of the row indicates a mathematical
operation; addition (1). Numbers in a row; (0); numbers are adjacent (0); labels and amounts identified without a search (0); operation is identified with the word ‘total’ (0); numbers entered in
previous task (1); no transformation (0); total rating (1). There does
not appear to be any plausible distractors (the non-government
losses appear after the total box).
Two ‘locate and enter’ tasks end the row. Both are at level 1.
Loss other than Federal Government; Loss covered by insurance.
The fourth row has two similar items asking for the number of
deaths and injuries in five named categories (a nested list structure). We can assume that the numbers are available and have only
to be matched to the correct label. This task requires matching two
terms, the first either death or injury and the second one of firefighters, men, women, children or unknown.
The tiny print in the fifth row asks for the principal use for the
building and gives examples of acceptable responses. Reading this
item is more difficult than the actual task of providing the information. This is locate and enter at level 1.
The sixth row asks for the year of construction, if known. Again a
level 1 locate and enter task.
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Type

Level

Quant.

1

ToO

SoO

PoD

1

1

1

The three items on the seventh row are similar in structure and we
can deal with them together. This type of item involves more than
just entering information in response to the label. The information
requested by the label has to be compared with the 8-10 choices
and the best one checked. This is a ‘cycle’ task. The information
requested in each of the three items is a type of building, of management or of construction, rated at 2 for type of information. For
the type of match on the document scale rating, this is a cycle task
(2); independent cycles (0); matching one feature (0); one item
response (0); no inference needed for given or requested (0); total
2. We can expect some distractors for the requested information,
for example, the difficulty in deciding if a building is primarily
open steel or protected steel when these two styles are mixed. (2)
These items are high level 1 tasks.
2.

Type

Level

Document

1

ToI

ToM

PoD

2

2

2

For the two items in the fourth row, it is not clear if firefighters are
to be included in the count of men and women. As firefighters
match two categories, the form-filler has to decide whether to
include them in both counts, or whether to assume that the men
and women categories apply only to ‘civilians.’
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Exercise 7
Look at the introduction to a report about the health of young people reproduced on the page
opposite

1.

List the names of two people who have developed models of child development.

2.

What is the relationship between childhood experiences and adult health.

3.

What are two differences between the ‘ladder’ model of child development and the
‘pathway’ model?
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Overview of Children’s Development
Good health does not happen automatically. On the contrary, ongoing positive investments
are needed for an infant to grow and develop into a competent, participating adult member of
society. When such investments are not made (for whatever reason), many children will carry
into adulthood physical and/or emotional disabilities that could have been prevented.
Children and young people are particularly vulnerable to conditions in their social and
physical environments. As they pass through infancy and early childhood to the teenage years,
they are susceptible to a wide range of positive and negative influences. To grow and mature
into healthy adults, they require support, care, understanding and nurturing from their family,
peers, school community, and community groups. At each developmental stage, the type and
source of the support children require may vary considerably.
Traditionally, the course of childhood development has been seen as a progression through a
series of predictable stages, each with its own tasks and accomplishments. Health at later
stages and in adult life has been thought to be partially determined by the events, conditions
and successes at preceding stages. These models have presented development as a ladder like
progression, assuming similar life experiences for all and implying a single route to adulthood
(Rutter, 1989).
The nature of the tasks within the different stages is given a different emphasis in different
models. Jean Piaget’s model, for instance, emphasizes the cognitive ability to adapt to the
environment; Eric Erikson’s concept concentrates on personality development through conflict
resolution at each stage; and Robert Havighurst’s framework outlines various developmental
tasks that must be mastered at each stage.
Longitudinal studies are offering support for a less rigidly defined line of development,
shifting the model to one of pathways. While an individual’s growth physical, psychological
and social does progress through stages marked by important life transitions, these transitional
events, their meaning, and their impact seem to be varied, and personal. There may be various
routes and detours in a child’s movement through life and immense individual variability in
important life transitions. Adverse past experiences may be offset by “recuperative
experiences occurring later in life or by the present environment and/or circumstances. A
single negative event does not necessarily and inevitably lead to a single effect. Childhood
development is less a ladder of linear steps than a series of pathways with innumerable routes
and outcomes.
What is shared and vitally important in all these models is that chain effects in development
are common. The past does affect present health, albeit in individualized ways. If we are to
make a difference in the healthy lives of children and the adults they become, we must
acknowledge the variety of individual experience and consider them in personal terms; we
must see the complex links in causal chains and how they interconnect; and we must search
for the unifying principles underlying the diversity of pathways from childhood to adult life.
Selection from: Healthy Development of Children and Youth. (1999). Health Canada
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Exercise 7 - Answers
1.

2.

3

100

Finding the names of two people who developed models of childhood development is a cycle task. The information requested is the
names of two developers. Locating the first reference to Jean
Piaget’s and his ‘model’ depends on a direct match on the word
‘model’. Some inference is needed to see that the synonymous
words ‘concept’ and ‘framework are acceptable substitutes for
‘model to make the final match. All three acceptable answers are
found in the same paragraph. Weak distractors for given and requested information appear in the paragraph preceding.
This is a ‘large idea’ question and the answer can be inferred from
several places in the text. Because we are looking for a ‘relationship’ the type of information is likely to be something about causes
and effects - fairly abstract information. Inference is needed to
match ‘past experience’ and ‘present health’ in all cases where the
relationship is described. The answer will also have to be restated
in terms that fit the question as none of the text in the passage
offers a ready made answer. This is a polished, well-organized
piece of text and offers no distractors for given or requested information.
Finding two differences is an integration task which requires the
reader to locate information about the two models and identify two
contrasting features. The ladder model is described in the third
paragraph and given the attributes of being ‘predictable stages,’ ‘a
single route to adulthood,’ and, like a ladder ‘sequential steps.’ The
‘pathway’ model is described in the fifth paragraph and given the
attributes of being ‘varied and personal,’ presenting ‘many detours,’ and having ‘innumerable routes and outcomes.’ Integrating
these two lists we find contrasts in the areas of ‘sequential-random,
single-multiple paths, and predictable-varied and personal. The
only references to ‘ladder’ or ‘pathway’ are productive matches, so
no distractors for the given information; with so much information
to choose from, assume some distractors for requested information
in the same paragraph as the answer.
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1

4
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4

7

1
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5
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5

8
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Overview of Children’s Development
Good health does not happen automatically. On the contrary, ongoing positive investments
are needed for an infant to grow and develop into a competent, participating adult member of
society. When such investments are not made (for whatever reason), many children will carry
into adulthood physical and/or emotional disabilities that could have been prevented.
Children and young people are particularly vulnerable to conditions in their social and
physical environments. As they pass through infancy and early childhood to the teenage years,
they are susceptible to a wide range of positive and negative influences. To grow and mature
into healthy adults, they require support, care, understanding and nurturing from their family,
peers, school community, and community groups. At each developmental stage, the type and
source of the support children require may vary considerably.
Traditionally, the course of childhood development has been seen as a progression through a
series of predictable stages, each with its own tasks and accomplishments. Health at later
stages and in adult life has been thought to be partially determined by the events, conditions
and successes at preceding stages. These models have presented development as a ladder like
progression, assuming similar life experiences for all and implying a single route to adulthood
(Rutter, 1989).
The nature of the tasks within the different stages is given a different emphasis in different
models. Jean Piaget’s model, for instance, emphasizes the cognitive ability to adapt to the
environment; Eric Erikson’s concept concentrates on personality development through conflict
resolution at each stage; and Robert Havighurst’s framework outlines various developmental
tasks that must be mastered at each stage.
Longitudinal studies are offering support for a less rigidly defined line of development,
shifting the model to one of pathways. While an individual’s growth physical, psychological
and social does progress through stages marked by important life transitions, these transitional
events, their meaning, and their impact seem to be varied, and personal. There may be various
routes and detours in a child’s movement through life and immense individual variability in
important life transitions. Adverse past experiences may be offset by “recuperative
experiences” occurring later in life or by the present environment and/or circumstances. A
single negative event does not necessarily and inevitably lead to a single effect. Childhood
development is less a ladder of linear steps than a series of pathways with innumerable routes
and outcomes.
What is shared and vitally important in all these models is that chain effects in development
are common. The past does affect present health, albeit in individualized ways. If we are to
make a difference in the healthy lives of children and the adults they become, we must
acknowledge the variety of individual experience and consider them in personal terms; we
must see the complex links in causal chains and how they interconnect; and we must search
for the unifying principles underlying the diversity of pathways from childhood to adult life.
Selection from: Healthy Development of Children and Youth. (1999). Health Canada
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Benchmark Examples
The benchmark examples on the following pages are intended to provide a clear
illustration of the IALS complexity levels. One example is provided for each of the five
levels of prose, document and quantitative literacy. Each benchmark example includes:
•

The description, which points out some of the key features of
literacy tasks at this level.

•

The question or directive which suggests the goal or
objective of the task. (in red)

•

The stimulus document which contains the information
required to complete the task.
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Prose Literacy - Level 1
Most of the questions and directives at this level require readers to identify a
single piece of concrete information such as persons, places, things, attributes,
amounts, types, actions, or procedures. This information is typically located in a
single, short piece of text. The language in which the answer is stated is
synonymous with that used in the question or directive. If present, distracting
information is located in another paragraph.
The following question has a rated difficulty of 188 on IALS.

What is the maximum number of days you should take this
medicine?

Reprinted by permission
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Prose Literacy - Level 2
Tasks at this level tend to require the reader to locate one or more pieces of
information in the text, but several distractors may be present, or low-level
inferences may be required. Tasks at this level also begin to ask readers to integrate
two or more pieces of information, or to compare and contrast information.
The following question has a rated difficulty of 250 on NALS.

At what age did Chanin begin to swim competitively?

Swimmer completes
Manhattan marathon
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - University of Maryland
senior Stacy Chanin on Wednesday became the first person to swim three 28mile laps around Manhattan.
Chanin, 23, of Virginia, climbed out of
the East River at 96th Street at 9:30pm.
She began the swim at noon on Tuesday.
A spokesman for the swimmer, Roy
Brunett, said Chanin had kept up her
strength with “banana and honey” sandwiches, hot chocolate, lots of water and
granola bars”.
Chanin had twice circled Manhattan

before and trained for the new feat by
swimming about 284 miles a week. The
Yonkers native has competed as a swimmer since she was 15 and hoped to persuade Olympic authorities to add a longdistance swimming event.
The Leukemia Society of America
solicited pledges for each mile she swam.
In July, 1983, Julie Ridge became the
first person to swim around Manhattan
twice. With her three laps, Chanin came
up just short of Diana Nyad’s distance
record, set on a Florida-to-Cuba swim.
Reduced from original copy
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Prose Literacy - Level 3
Level 3 questions and directives tend to require readers to identify a condition,
reason or explanation. Matches are literal, synonymous, or require a low-level
inference. Unlike Level 2 tasks, those at Level 3 often require the reader to
identify and list multiple responses. Questions and directives at Level 3 tend to
consist of several phrases, and the reader is required to supply requested
information that will satisfy the conditional information in these phrases.
The following question has a rated difficulty of 362 on NALS.
(The stimulus article on the following page comprises 688 words at a seventhgrade reading level.)

List two things that Chen became involved in or has done to
help resolve conflicts due to discrimination.
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Ida Chen is the first Asian-American woman to become a judge of the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
She understands discrimination because she
teas experienced it herself.
Soft-spoken and eminently dignified, judge Ida
Chen prefers hearing about a new acquaintance
rather than talking about herself. She wants to
know about career plans, hopes, dreams, fears.
She gives unsolicited advice as well as encouragement. She instills confidence.
Her father once hoped that she would become
a professor. And she would have also made an
outstanding social worker or guidance counselor.
The truth is that Chen wears the caps of all these
professions as a Family Court judge of the Court
of Common Pleas of Philadelphia County, as a
participant in public advocacy for minorities, and
as a particularly sensitive caring person
She understands discrimination because she
has experienced it herself. As en elementary
school student Chen tried to join the local Brownie
troop. “You can’t be a member,” she was told.
“Only American girls are in the Brownies.”
Originally Intent upon a career as a journalist
she selected Temple University because of its
outstanding journalism department and affordable
tuition. Independence being a personal need, she
paid for her tuition by working for Temple’s Department of Criminal Justice. There she had her
first encounter with the legal world and it turned
her career plans in a new direction—law school.
Through meticulous planning, Chen was able
to earn her undergraduate degree in two and a
half years, and she continued to work three jobs.
But when she began her first semester as a
Temple law student in the fall of 1973, she was
barely able to stay awake. Her teacher Lynne
Abraham now a Common Pleas Court judge
herself, couldn’t help but notice Chen yawning in
the back of the class and when she determined
that this student was not a party animal but a
workhorse, she arranged a teaching assistant’s
job for Chen on campus.
After graduating from Temple Law School in
1976, Chen worked for the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission where she was a
litigator on behalf of plaintiffs who experienced
discrimination in the workplace and then moved

on to become the first Asian-American to serve on
the Philadelphia Commission on Human Relations.
Appointed by Mayor Wilson Goode, Chen
worked with community leaders to resolve racial
and ethnic tensions and also made time to contribute free legal counsel to a variety of activist
groups.
The Help Wanted section of the newspaper
contained an entry that aroused Chen’s curiosity —
an ad for judge’s position Her application resulted
in her selection by a state judicial committee to fill
a seat in the state court. And in July of 1988 she
officially became a judge of the Court of Common
Pleas. Running as both Republican and Democratic candidate, her position was secured when
she won her seat on the bench at last November’s
election.
At Family Court Chen presides over criminal and
civil cases which include adult sex crimes domestic
violence juvenile delinquency custody divorce and
support. Not a pretty picture.
Chen recalls her first day as judge hearing a
juvenile dependency case—“it was a horrifying
experience. I broke down because the cases were
so depressing,” she remembers.
Outside of the courtroom Chen has made a
name for herself in resolving interracial conflicts
while glorying in her Chinese-American identity. In
a 1986 incident involving the desecration of Korean
street signs in a Philadelphia neighborhood, Chen
called for meeting with the leaders of that community to help resolve the conflict.
Chen’s interest in community advocacy is not
limited to Asian communities. She has been involved in Hispanic, Jewish, and Black issues and
because of her participation in the Ethnic Affairs
Committee of the Anti-Defamation League of B’nai
B’rith. Chen was one of 10 women nationwide
selected to take part in a mission to Israel.
With her recently won mandate to judicate in the
affairs of Pennsylvania’s citizens, Chen has
pledged to work tirelessly to defend the rights of its
people and contribute to the improvement of
human welfare. She would have made a fabulous
Brownie
Jessica Schultz
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Prose Literacy - Level 4
These tasks require readers to perform multiple-feature matching or to provide
several responses where the requested information must be identified through textbased inferences. Tasks at this level may also require the reader to integrate or
contrast pieces of information, sometimes presented in relatively lengthy texts.
Typically, these texts contain more distracting information and the information that
is requested is more abstract.
The following question has a rated difficulty of 338 on IALS.

Using the information in the pamphlet, describe in your own
words one difference between the panel interview and the
group interview.
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The Hiring Interview
Preinterview
Try to learn more about the business. What products does it
manufacture or services does it provide? What methods or
procedures does it use? This information can be found in trade
directories, chamber of commerce or industrial directories, or at
your local employment office.
Find out more about the position. Would you replace someone or is the position newly created? In which departments or
shops would you work? Collective agreements describing various
standardized positions and duties are available at most local employment offices. You can also contact the appropriate trade union.

The Interview
Ask questions about the position and the business. Answer
clearly and accurately all questions put to you. Bring along a note
pad as well as your work and training documents.

The Most Common Types of Interview
One-on-one: Self explanatory.
Panel: A number of people ask you questions and then compare notes on your application.
Group: After hearing a presentation with other applicants on
the position and duties, you take part in a group discussion.

Postinterview
Note the key points discussed. Compare questions that caused
you difficulty with those that allowed you to highlight your strong
points. Such a review will help you prepare for future interviews. If
you wish, you can talk about it with the placement officer or career
counsellor at your local employment office.
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Prose Literacy - Level 5
Some tasks at this level require the reader to search for information in dense text
that contains a number of plausible distractors. Tasks at Level 5 may ask readers to
identify abstract information including contrast, equivalence, theme, or summary.
These tasks also require that the reader generate information using specialized
background knowledge. Distractors for both requested and given information can
be found in the same paragraph as the answer.

The following question has a rated difficulty of 410 on NALS.

Identify and summarize the two kinds of challenges that attorneys use while selecting members of a jury?
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DO YOU HAVE A QUESTION?
QUESTION: What is the new program for scheduling
jurors?
ANSWER: This is a new way of organizing and scheduling jurors that is being introduced all over the country. The goals of this program are to save money,
increase the number of citizens who are summoned
to serve and decrease the inconvenience of serving.
The program means that instead of calling jurors for
two weeks, jurors now serve only one day, or for the
length of one trial if they are selected to hear a case.
Jurors who are not selected to hear a case are excused at the end of the day, and their obligations to
serve as jurors are fulfilled for three years. The average trial lasts two days once testimony begins.
An important part of what is called the One Day-One
Trial program is the ’standby’ juror. This is a person
called to the Courthouse if the number of cases to
be tried requires more jurors than originally estimated. Once called to the court house, the standby
becomes a “regular” juror, and his or her service is
complete at the end of one day or one trial the same
as everyone else.
Q. How was I summoned?
A The basic source for names of eligible jurors is the
Driver’s License list which is supplemented by the
voter registration list. Names are chosen from these
combined lists by a computer in a completely random manner.
Once in the Courthouse, jurors are selected for a
trial by this same computer and random selection
process.

during voir dire is to ensure that all of the jurors who
are selected to hear the case will be unbiased, objective and attentive.
In most cases, prospective jurors will be asked to
raise their hands when a particular question applies
to them. Examples of questions often asked are: Do
you know the Plaintiff, Defendant or the attorneys in
this case? Have you been involved in a case similar
to this one yourself? When the answer is yes, the
jurors raising hands may be asked additional questions as the purpose is to guarantee a fair trial for all
parties. When an attorney believes that there is a
legal reason to excuse a juror, he or she will challenge the juror for cause. Unless both attorneys
agree that the juror should be excused, the Judge
must either sustain or override the challenge.
After all challenges for cause have been ruled upon
the attorneys will select the trial jury from those who
remain by exercising peremptory challenges. Unlike
challenges for cause no reason need be given for
excusing a juror by peremptory challenge. Attorneys
usually exercise these challenges by taking turns
striking names from a list until both are satisfied with
the jurors at the top of the list or until they use up the
number of challenges allowed. Challenged jurors and
any extra jurors will then be excused and asked to
return to the jury selection room
Jurors should not feel rejected or insulted if they are
excused for cause by the Court or peremptorily challenged by one of the attorneys. The voir dire process and challenging of jurors is simply our judicial
system’s way of guaranteeing both parties to a lawsuit a fair trial.

O. How is the Jury for a particular trial selected ?

Q. Am I guaranteed to serve on a jury?

A. When a group of prospective jurors is selected, more
than the number needed for a trial are called. Once
this group has been seated in the courtroom either
the Judge or the attorneys ask questions. This is
called voir dire. The purpose of questions asked

A. Not all jurors who are summoned actually hear a
case. Sometimes all the Judges are still working on
trials from the previous day, and no new jurors are
challenged. Normally, however, some new cases
begin every day. Sometimes jurors are challenged
and not selected.
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Document Literacy - Level 1
Most of the tasks at this level require the reader to locate a piece of concrete
information based on a literal match. Distracting information, if present, is typically
located away from the correct answer. Some tasks may direct the reader to enter
personal information onto a form.
The following question has a rated difficulty of 188 on IALS.

What is the percentage of women in the teaching profession in
Greece?
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FEW DUTCH WOMEN AT THE BLACKBOARD
There is a low percentage of women teachers in the Netherlands compared to other
countries. In most of the other countries, the majority of teachers are women.
However, if we include the figures for inspectors and school principals, the proportion
shrinks considerably and women are in a minority everywhere.

74.8

72.0

63.1

61.6

58.8 58.5

57.4

51.2
41.2

Luxembourg

38.1

Italy France Ireland United Spain Belgium Greece Den- NetherKingdom
mark lands

Percentage of women teachers (kindergarten, elementary, and secondary).
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Document Literacy - Level 2
Document tasks at this level are a bit more varied. Some tasks may require
dependent cycles such as matching a legend to a graph, or a number on a diagram
to a parts list. Two feature matches are often a feature of level 2 tasks as well as
matches that demand some inference. Given and requested information tend to be
synonymous. Distractors may be present for both given and requested information,
but not in the same node as the answer. Some tasks at this level may require the
reader to enter information onto a form or to cycle through information in a
document.

Using the following information, fill out the availability section of the
employment application form for a fast food restaurant on the
opposite page. You do NOT need to fill out anything in the shaded
areas.
• You would like to work a total of 15 hours a week starting at 4 p.m.
• You don’t want to work Saturday or Sunday.
• You live only 2 kilometres from the store along the bus route
convenient to the store.
• A friend told you about the job.
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EMPLOYMENT APPLICATION
AREA
TEL
SOCIAL INSURANCE NO. ______________________________________________ CODE ________ NO. _________________
NAME __________________________________________________________________________________________________
FIRST NAME
MIDDLE INITIAL
LAST NAME
APT. NO.
STREET ADDRESS ________________________________________________________ OR BOX ______________________
ARE YOU 18
CITY ____________ PROVINCE _________ POSTAL CODE ________ OR OLDER?

YES
NO, AGE _____________________

EVER WORKED FOR OUR RESTAURANTS BEFORE?
IF YES, DATES AND LOCATION ____________________________________________________________________________
AVAILABILITY:
M
TOTAL HOURS
AVAILABLE PER WEEK ______________

HOURS
AVAILABLE:

T

W

T

F

S

S

FROM
TO

HOW FAR
DO YOU HAVE
HOW DID YOU
DO YOU LIVE
TRANSPORTATION
HEAR OF JOB? __________________________________ FROM STORE? ________________ TO WORK? ______________
SCHOOL MOST RECENTLY ATTENDED:
NAME ________________________________________ LOCATION _____________________ PHONE __________________
TEACHER OR
LAST GRADE
GRADE
COUNSELLOR ___________________________ DEPT. _____________ COMPLETED _________ POINT AVERAGE ______

GRADUATED?

YES

NO

NOW ENROLLED

YES

NO

SPORTS OR
ACTIVITIES ___________________________

RECENT JOB: (If not applicable, list work performed on a volunteer basis or personal references.)
COMPANY _______________________________________ LOCATION _____________ PHONE _______________________
DATES
JOB ____________________________ SUPERVISOR __________ WORKED: FROM ________________ TO ____________
SALARY ___________ REASON FOR LEAVING _______________________________________________________________
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Document Literacy - Level 3
Tasks at this level appear to be most varied. Some require the reader to make
literal or synonymous matches, but usually the matches require the reader to take
conditional information into account or to match on multiple features of
information. Some tasks at this level require the reader to integrate information
from one or more displays of information. Other tasks ask the reader to cycle
through a document to provide multiple responses.
The following question has a rated difficulty of 321 (high level 3) on IALS.

Suppose the annual budget statement will be 105 pages and
you need to distribute 300 copies. Would Quick Copy do this
job? Explain your answer.
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Document Literacy - Level 4
Tasks at this level, like those in the previous levels, ask the reader to match on
multiple features of information, to cycle through documents, and to integrate
information; frequently however, these tasks require the reader to make higher
order inferences to arrive at the correct answer. Sometimes, conditional
information is present in the document, which must be taken into account by the
reader. Patterns and trends to be identified are more complex than Level 3, and
matches are made on multiple features. Distractors for both requested and given
information can be found in the same node as the answer.
The following question has a rated difficulty of 341 on IALS.

Write one or two sentences that summarize how the
percentages of oil used for different purposes in the United
States have changed between 1970 and 1989.

U.S. Oil Use 1970 and 1989
Electric
Utilities
6.3%

Residential and
Commercial
14.8%

Transportation
52.9%

1970

Electric
Utilities
4.3%

Residential and
Commercial
8.1%

Transportation
62.9%
Industrial
25.9%

1989

Industrial
24.7%
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Document Literacy - Level 5
Tasks at Level 5 ask readers to identify abstract information including contrasts
and patterns. Level 5 tasks require more inference and a more careful matching of
information than at Level 4. Multiple responses are often required, but the task
does not specify the number. Plausible distracting information exists for both the
given and requested information, and it may be found in the same node as the
answer.
The following question, related to the chart on the following page, had a rated
difficulty of 408 on IALS.

What is the average advertised price for the basic clock radio
receiving the highest overall score?
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Quantitative Literacy - Level 1
Tasks at this level require the reader to perform a single, relatively simple
operation (usually addition) for which either the numbers are already entered onto
the given document and the operation is stipulated, or the numbers are provided
and the operation does not require the reader to borrow.
The following question has a rated difficulty of 191 on NALS.

You wish to use the automatic teller at your bank to make a
deposit. Figure the total amount of the two checks being
deposited. Enter the amount on the form in the space next to
TOTAL.

Availability of Deposits
Funds from deposits may not be available for immediate withdrawal. Please refer to
your institution’s rules governing funds availability for details.
Crediting of deposits and payments is subject to verification and collection of actual amounts
deposited or paid in accordance with the rules and regulations of your financial institution

PLEASE PRINT

CASH

111 222 3334

LIST CHECKS
BY BANK NO.

YOUR FINANCIAL INSTITUTION

Union Bank

$

00

ENDORSE WITH NAME
& ACCOUNT NUMBER

557 19
75 00

YOUR ACCOUNT NUMBER

987 555 674
YOUR NAME

Chris Jones
CHECK ONE

• DEPOSIT
or
• PAYMENT

DO NOT FOLD
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TOTAL

NO COINS OR PAPER CLIPS PLEASE
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DO NOT
DETACH TICKET

YOUR MAC NUMBER (No PINs PLEASE)

Quantitative Literacy - Level 2
Tasks in this level typically require readers to perform a single arithmetic
operation (frequently addition or subtraction) using numbers that are easily located
in the text or document. The operation to be performed may be easily inferred from
the wording of the question or the format of the material (for example, a bank
deposit form or an order form).
The following question has a rated difficulty of 246 on NALS.

The price of one ticket and bus for “Sleuth” costs how much
less than the price of one ticket and the bus for “On the Town?

THEATER TRIP
A charter bus will leave from the bus stop (near the Conference
Center) at 4 p.m., giving you plenty of time for dinner in New
York. Return trip will start from West 45th Street directly following
the playe. Both theaters are on West 45th Street. Allow about 1 1/2
hours for the return trip
Time: 4 p.m., Saturday, November 20
Price: “On the Town”
Ticket and bus
$11.00
“Sleuth”
Ticket and bus
$8.50
Limit: Two tickets per person
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Quantitative Literacy - Level 3
Tasks at this level may require multiplication or division as well as addition and
subtraction. Simple sequential operations may also be needed. The numbers
operated upon tend not to be adjacent, although they may still appear in the same
row or column. Some search and cycling is usually required. At this level, the
operation to be performed will have to be inferred and specialized language may
require interpretation (calculate the current balance, calculate the discounted sale
price, etc.) Distracting numbers are present and plausible. Tasks at this level may
require multiplication or division as well as addition and subtraction. Simple
sequential operations may also be needed. The numbers operated upon tend not to
be adjacent, although they may still appear in the same row or column. Some
search and cycling is usually required. At this level, the operation to be performed
will have to be inferred and specialized language may require interpretation
(calculate the current balance, calculate the discounted sale price, etc.) Distracting
numbers are present and plausible.
The following question has a rated difficulty of 302 on IALS.

How many more quadrillion Btu of primary energy does Canada
produce than it consumes?
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Quantitative Literacy - Level 4
Most of the tasks at this level will involve multiplication and division, as well as
more complex multiple operations. The numbers operated upon tend to not be
adjacent, nor do they appear in the same row and column. The labels associated
with the numbers are not provided, and the operations themselves must sometimes
be inferred. Answers may need to be transformed in some way. Plausible
distractors are present, but not in the same node as the answer.
The following question has a rated difficulty of 335 on IALS.

Calculate the total number of kilometres travelled in a trip from
Guadalajara to Tecomán and then to Zamora.
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Quantitative Literacy - Level 5
These tasks require readers to perform multiple operations sequentially, and they
must dis-embed the features of the problem from the material provided or rely on
background knowledge to determine the quantities or operations needed. The
numbers to be operated upon are not adjacent, nor do they appear in the same row
and column. Distractors for both requested and given information can be found in the
same node as the answer.
The following question has a rated difficulty of 421 on the DOL survey.

Suppose that you want to carpet your living room which is 9 feet
by 12 feet, and you purchase DuPont Stainmaster carpet at the
sale price. Compute the total cost, excluding taxes and labour, of
exactly enough carpet to cover your living room floor.

The Carpet Store
DUPONT STAINMASTER CARPET
41% OFF DUPONT STAINMASTER
Incredible savings on carefree DuPont carpet
Your choice of the many luscious colours
Reg. 15.95

9

49
SQ YD
WITH PADDING

ONE WEEK ONLY!
SAVE ON EVERY STYLE
EVERY COLOR
STAINMASTER
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Glossary
antecedent
The person or thing to which or to whom a pronoun refers. For example, consider the
sentence: “Applicants with dependants must fill out section B before they can apply.”
The phrase ‘applicants with dependants’ is the antecedent for the he pronoun ‘they.’
attribute
A quality or feature of the thing under discussion. For example, a ball can have a size
attribute, large, and a colour attribute, red. When we ask the question “What
distinguishes the Northern Flicker?” we are asking for attributes such as size, colour,
beak shape and markings.
background knowledge
In reading, the sum total of all the ‘facts’ known by the reader. It includes a lot of
information about categories and membership in categories, the names of things, and
the basics of science and causality. Without such background knowledge, we would
have problems making sense of the world, and consequently any documents or prose
we encountered. The requirement for specialized or expert background knowledge
raises the complexity level of literacy tasks.
cognition
The faculty of knowing and perceiving.
combined list
Two or more lists combined into one structure. A price list combines a list of sale items
and a list of prices. The ordering of both lists usually depends on the order of the first.
distractor
A word, phrase or feature which is similar to the word, phrase or feature being given or
requested in questions and directives. If the distractor is for the given information, it
will cause the reader to look for the answer in the wrong place; if the distractor is for
the requested information the reader making a correct match on the given word, phrase
or feature will be confronted by several possibilities for the requested information–the
answer and one or more distractors.
document literacy
The knowledge and skills required to locate and use information contained in
documents such as payroll forms, maps, applications, tables and graphs. Document
literacy tasks include locating an address on a map, using a schedule to plan a train trip,
or entering information on a form.
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given information
The information which is given in the question or directive. For example, the question,
“Who shot the sheriff?” contains the given information ‘Somebody shot the sheriff.’
IALS levels
For the purpose of the IALS survey, the full range of literacy task difficulty was
described on a 0 to 500 point scale. On this scale, low numbers indicate easy tasks,
while 500 indicates the greatest degree of task difficulty. However, just as we condense
actual waist sizes for pants into broad bands labelled as ‘small,’ ‘medium,’ and ‘large,’
the 500 point skill scale is divided into five levels:
RP80
n < 225
225-275
276-325
326-375
n > 375

Level
1
2
3
4
5

% of the Canadian population (prose scale)
16.6%
25.6%
35.1%
22.7% (includes level 5)
____ (typically less than 5% of the population)

label
A label points to the content of a organizing category or a list. On an entry form, labels
indicate the type of information requested. People filling the form respond to labels by
entering specific pieces of information. For example the label ‘birth date,’ is a cue to
enter a specific date that fits that description. The labels for lists and organizing
categories may not be explicitly stated and often have to be inferred.
list
A group of items with at least one feature or attribute in common. The attribute or
attributes shared by members of the list is usually indicated by the list’s label.
navigation
A general term for moving around a document such as an entry-form. Some entryforms, like the census questionnaire, have explicit instructions and strong graphical
cues as to what to do next and where to go (If yes, go to item 34).
nested list
A list that is broken up into sub-categories. For example a single list of movies can be
nested under the categories ‘drama,’ ‘fantasy,’ ‘children’s,’ etc.
node
Any meaningful division or section of a document. For example, in a combined list,
each row is a node and each column is a node.
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organizing category
An organizing category comprises specific examples of information with the same
characteristics. For example, in a phone book, all the names are organized into one list
or organizing category and labelled ‘subscribers.’ On a medicine bottle, information is
organized into categories such as ‘dosage,’ and ‘precautions.’
paradigm (paradigmatic)
An example which serves as a pattern, an exemplar. In the context of complexity
analysis, a paradigmatic relationship is one that associates members of a class or
category. The relationship between the category ‘fruit’ and the exemplar ‘apple’ would
be paradigmatic.
A paradigmatic ‘context’ for a search term replicates the part of speech, gender,
number, inflection, and sentence position of the given term in the text being searched.
For example, if the question is “What do gophers eat? and the text being searched had a
passage reading “Gophers eat grain and grasses” the answer “grains and grasses” is in
a paradigmatic context. If the text reads, “Gophers spend much of the day foraging for
grains and grasses . . .” the answer is now in a non-paradigmatic context.
prose
In general, continuous passages of text organized into paragraphs. We can contrast
prose with documents in which text has been organized into structures such as lists and
tables or arranged spatially on maps and drawings.
prose literacy
The knowledge and skills required to locate, understand and use information from texts
such as news stories, magazine articles, operating manuals and regulations. Prose
literacy tasks include finding specific facts in operating manuals, reading letters and
memos, interpreting regulations, and following written work instructions.
psychometric
( psycho - mind; metric - measure) Psychometrics is the science of measuring
cognitive processes such as reading and reasoning.
quantitative literacy
The knowledge and skills required to apply arithmetic operations, either alone or
sequentially, using numbers embedded in printed materials. Quantitative literacy tasks
include balancing a checkbook or calculating a discount amount.
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requested information
The information which is the goal of the literacy task. In the case of the question “Who
shot the sheriff?” the requested information is the identity of a person. We are ‘given’
the information that someone has shot the sheriff, and the identity of that person is
requested in the question.
response mode
How to respond to the directives and questions on a form. The most common response
modes on entry forms are ‘text entry,’ where individual numbers, words or phrases are
written in. Other response modes include putting check marks in boxes, crossing out
choices that don’t apply, or circling yes/no. In the absence of specific instructions,
form-fillers will often improvise–is it better to circle the ‘yes,’ or cross out the ‘no,’ or
perhaps do both to make sure?
rubric
In the context of this Guide, rubric refers to a set of rules for coding the complexity of
literacy tasks. The rubrics in the Guide are presented as a flow chart in which each rule
is applied in the order suggested by the chart.
semantic
Having to do with meaning and with the meaning of words specifically.
semantic field
A group, pattern, or framework of related words and word elements that covers or
refers to an aspect of the world, such as colour words, culinary terms, military ranks,
and the language of sports.
specifics
Pieces of information included in an organizing category. For example, the organizing
category ‘Dosage’ on a medicine bottle may include three ‘specifics:’ Children, one
capsule every two hours; adults 2 capsules every two hours; nursing mothers, one
capsule every four hours.
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syntax (syntactic)
The organization and arrangement of words into larger structures such as phrases,
clauses and sentences.
syntagma (syntagmatic)
A syntagma is any word or phrase which forms a syntactic unit. A syntagmatic
association is any in which the response to a stimulus is a word that can syntactically
follow in a sentence or a phrase.
Every item of language has a paradigmatic relationship with every other item which
can be substituted for it (such as apple with peach), and a syntagmatic relationship with
items which occur within the same construction (He ate the peach). (So, for example,
row items in a combined list are associated syntagmatically, that is through the structure
of the matrix; column items, on the other hand are associated paradigmatically, and
bear a categorical relationship to the column label and consequently to each other.)
The terms paradigmatic and syntagmatic were used by the linguist Ferdinand de
Saussure to indicate two axes for the understanding of language. The syntagmatic axis
is controlled by the way units in any given language are combined sequentially. The
paradigmatic axis, by contrast, is sometimes called the ‘associative’ axis. It refers to the
network of associations connected to the actual word selected, that is, words which
belong to the same class or category.
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